CHAPEL-LE-DALE HERITAGE ARCHIVE

Papers deposited in 2013 by Gerald Tyler, then of Winshaw, Chapel-le-Dale, near Ingleton, North Yorkshire, collected during research into the local history of Chapel-le-Dale (and, to a lesser extent, Ingleton) carried out in connection with rural regeneration projects in Ingleton parish, 2001-2005. Most of the papers relate to a series of local history publications he wrote, including Sheep, Steam and Shows: farming life in Chapel le Dale (2002) and The Chapel of the Fells: the history of St Leonard’s church, Chapel le Dale (2003). The archive contains research notes, photocopies of archival sources, a few original documents, photographs and draft text. Subjects include St Leonard’s Church; Chapel-le-Dale School the Mission to Settle-Carlisle Railway workers; local families; and Ribblehead Sheep Show. The archive also contains a full photographic record of the Chapel-le-Dale valley c.2002-3. A detailed list of the archive follows:

BOX 1

File 1

Classified as ‘St. Leonard’s Church, Heritage Projects, 2001-05’

- SLEEVE 1: An article of correspondence, dated April 12, 2005 relating to an enclosure of documents regarding initiatives from three separate bodies (North Yorkshire Church Tourism Initiative; The Civic Trust; Integrated Rural Development Project) to promote Heritage Open Days at St Leonard’s Church.
- SLEEVE 2: An article of correspondence, dated March 21, 2005 explaining the resignation of Gerald Tyler from the St. Leonard’s Parochial Church Council; a service booklet from St. Leonard’s; a prospective Chief Executive of St. Leonard’s Plc. mission statement (originality and date unknown) outlining the issues of the Church and the possible resolutions. Those outlined in headings include: Active Participation, Shared Responsibilities, Local Community Participation, The Friends, Events, Future Projects and Revenue Stream; three separate articles of correspondence relating to the resignation of Gerald Tyler from the Parochial Church Council.
- SLEEVE 3: A collection of correspondence between Gerald Tyler and Charles Ellis regarding friction at St. Leonard’s over the nomination of churchwardens, dated March 2005.
- SLEEVE 4: Five separate articles of correspondence. The first article of correspondence, dated November 23, 2004 between Gerald Tyler and Harry Willis Fleming outlines Tyler’s current projects. The second article of correspondence, dated June 17, 2004 between Mary Kendall and Gerald Tyler regards issues relating to an upcoming IRCA meeting. The third article of correspondence, dated April 25, 2004 between Gerald Tyler and Reverend Charles Ellis relates to the Ingleton War Memorial Project. The fourth and fifth articles of correspondence, dated February 12, 2003 to a Mr. David Johnson, regards the Ingleton Parish Regeneration Association – Broadwood Project (a proposed dig in the Thornton-in-Lonsdale area).
- SLEEVE 5: A copy of St. Leonard’s Church, Chapel-Le-Dale, North Yorkshire – An Historical and Architectural Assessment by Peter F. Ryder (Historical Buildings Consultant), dated May 2003. Includes detailed architectural information on the church and historical overview, photographs, and a Provisional Phased Plan.
- SLEEVE 6: A flyer regarding ‘Singing Settle-Carlisle – A Railway Harmony Singing Workshop’ held over the weekend of 12-14 November, 2004 in Dentdale, Cumbria.
- SLEEVE 7: A booklet regarding St. Leonard’s Church in Chapel-Le-Dale containing a brief history and guide.
• SLEEVE 8: Another similar booklet relating to St. Leonard’s Church with a brief historical overview of the church and district.

• SLEEVE 9: A variety of newspaper cuttings (some photocopied). They regard: A reunion of pupils from the closed Chapel-Le-Dale school in connection with the work done by Gerald Tyler for his book on the school A School Bell Rings In The Dale, dated July 21, 2000; the Local Heritage Initiative grant that enabled Chapel-le-Dale students to uncover the history of the church, ultimately to be collected into a book on the subject, The Chapel of the Fells by Gerald Tyler; a whole newspaper article review of Mr. Tyler’s book, The Chapel of the Fells; a small newspaper piece on a talk given about the church; a newspaper article relating the details of a funeral at St. Leonard’s for a popular farmer’s wife.

• SLEEVE 9: A Ewecross Deanery News booklet, dated October 2000; two related documents relating to St. Mary The Virgin, Ingleton and St. Leonard’s, Chapel-Le-Dale including service information and a ‘thank you’ to Gerald Tyler.

• SLEEVE 10: Articles of correspondence relating to the proof-reading and editing of Gerald Tyler’s book The Chapel of the Fells; order tickets for the book; correspondence regarding invitations to the St. Leonard’s Heritage Exhibition, dates various 2003; a prayer sheet and correspondence regarding its editing; a detailed article of correspondence, dated November 29, 2002 regarding St. Leonard’s Church – Church History Project.

• SLEEVE 11: A variety of correspondence regarding Gerald Tyler’s research on St. Leonard’s Church/the publication of The Chapel of the Fells and correspondence to Mr. Tyler from interested parties about the parish; invoices for aforementioned book.

• SLEEVE 12: A variety of correspondence relating to Gerald Tyler’s books.

File 2

Classified as ‘Notes, correspondence etc. for ‘The Chapel of the Fells’

• SLEEVE 1: Cover sheet (just for this file) for The Chapel of the Fells.

• SLEEVE 2: Two articles of correspondence, dated January 26, 2006 between Bill Ellershaw and Gerald Tyler regarding research into the family history of Reverend Henry Ellershaw who was incumbent at St. Leonard’s from 1782-1814; a document regarding the first to seventh generation Ellershaws.

• SLEEVE 3: Copies of photographs of Ebenezer Smith (1832-1904) and Clara Wilmot Smith (1889-1974); an article of correspondence relating to the enclosing of the photographs.

• SLEEVE 4: Copy of the Ingleton and Chapel-Le-Dale Parochial Magazine of July, 1880; a photocopy of a newspaper cutting relating the details of a tea party at the vicarage.

• SLEEVE 5: Photograph and photocopy of a W. Williams landscape painting for Jane Burns, Bridge Cottage, Burton-in-Lonsdale.

• SLEEVE 6: An A4 copy of a photograph taken of St. Leonard’s taken face-on.

• SLEEVE 7: An A4 copy of a photograph taken of St. Leonard’s side-on, side no.1.

• SLEEVE 8: An original handwritten article of correspondence, dated December 2, 1862 from Chapel-le-Dale, Ingleton to the ‘Right Reverend the Lord Bishop of Ripon regarding the conditions of the new Parish Act’.

• SLEEVE 9: An A4 copy of a photograph taken of St. Leonard’s gates and a photocopy of a painting done of the church.

• SLEEVE 10: An A4 copy of a photograph taken of St. Leonard’s side-on, side no.2.

• SLEEVE 11: An A4 photocopy of an artist’s impression of the church.

• SLEEVE 12: A selection of photographs of Chapel-le-Dale residents and Chapel-le-Dale scenes. Most have explanatory notes of, and names of, the people photographed written on the back although some have not.

• SLEEVE 13: Two articles of correspondence from/to the Right Reverend David James, Bishop of Bradford, regarding Gerald Tyler’s The Chapel of the Fells.
UNSLEEVED: An index of contents of available items in the National Register of Archives, West Riding (Northern Section) relating to St. Mary's, Ingleton: including Registers, Services, Benefice and Clergy, Vicarage, Incumbents’ Miscellanea, Churchwardens, Fabric of the Church, Cemetery, Parish Room, Vestry, Parochial Church Council, Overseers, Highway Surveyors, Charities, Sunday School, School, Census, Statutes; St. Leonard’s, Chapel-le-Dale: Registers, Services, Churchwardens, Fabric, Vestry, Parochial Church Council, Highway Surveyors, School, Miscellanea.

SLEEVE 14: An article of correspondence from Mrs J. A. Smeaton, Acting County Archivist at the North Yorkshire County Record Office in response to an enquiry regarding the parish records of the Bentham, Ingleton and Chapel-le-Dale area; a photocopy of the index of contents regarding the parish of Chapel-le-Dale.

SLEEVE 15: A plan of St. Leonard’s Church graveyard.

SLEEVE 16: St. Leonard’s Churchyard, Chapel-le-Dale – A Topographical Survey including plans.

SLEEVE 17: A document of contents relating to St. Leonard’s, Chapel-le-Dale; a collection of documents relating to Chapel-le-Dale area, including: school notes; exhibition notes; conversation notes.

SLEEVE 18: Articles of correspondence relating to the extension of St. Leonard’s graveyard; photocopies of newspaper cuttings regarding the visit and consecration of St. Leonard’s by the Bishop of Bradford.

SLEEVE 19: Articles of Gerald Tyler correspondence to a variety of parties regarding articles of research.

UNSLEEVED: An article of correspondence between David Barron at Lancaster University and Gerald Tyler regarding The Times microfilms.

SLEEVE 20: Two Gerald Tyler enquiries to the Church Monuments Society and the Royal Armouries; a collection of images relating to St. Leonard’s.

SLEEVE 21: A collection of correspondence between Gerald Tyler and Cheshire County Council Archives, including visitor information.

SLEEVE 22: A collection of correspondence between Gerald Tyler and The University of York Borthwick Institute of Historical Research.

SLEEVE 23: A document with the key dates of St. Leonard’s Church; a handwritten compendium of research dates; a document titled St. Leonard’s Further Research (Gerald Tyler’s personal instructions to himself); an article of correspondence between Mrs. J. A. Smeaton, Acting County Archivist, North Yorkshire County Record Office and Gerald Tyler regarding the parish records of Bentham, dated March 18, 2003.


SLEEVE 25: A research document regarding historical evidence for a 12th century Benedictine Hermitage on Black Rake, Chapel-le-Dale, includes maps.

SLEEVE 26: A research document regarding the Selside Quakers.

UNSLEEVED: A written copy of baptismal, burial and marriage records, 17th century.

SLEEVE 27: A document typed from documents from the Borthwick Institute, including the Archbishop’s Visitation Records, Abstract of Ingleton Presentments; two transcripts of Latin court-book documents; seven photocopies of original visitation records: v.1578-9 CB2 67v-68; v.1579-9 CB3 f86r; v.1590-1 CB2 f39v; v.1595-6 CB2 ff. 135v-136r; v.1595-6 CB3 f57r; v.1663/CB2 160v-161v; v.1669-70 CB p.399.

SLEEVE 28: A collection of correspondence regarding the research into certain incumbents of St. Leonard and one article of correspondence regarding microfilm printouts from the University of York Borthwick Institute.

SLEEVE 29: A collection of documents relating to the ministers of Chapel-le-Dale. Two photocopies of the original and a transcript/details.
• SLEEVE 30: An article of correspondence between Gerald Tyler and David Hall, the deputy Librarian at Cambridge University, dated November 24, 2002; a double-A4 photocopy of a page from The Wensleydale Advertiser regarding an appointment of a new headmaster at the Free Grammar School, High Bentham.

• SLEEVE 31: Proposed Appendixes to the book regarding Agricultural and Social Changes; handwritten notes in relation to such.


• SLEEVE 33: A collection of correspondence between Gerald Tyler and various entities regarding Ebenezer Smith; an article of correspondence and photocopy of a page from the Admissions Register of St. Paul’s School, 1748-1876; a large photocopy of The Lancaster Guardian from February 6, 1875 which includes district intelligence on Ingleton; a copy of a photograph of Ebenezer Smith.

• SLEEVE 34: Two photocopies (of what I believe to be the same) article of correspondence, dated December 2, 1862) from Chapel-le-Dale, Ingleton to the ‘Right Reverend the Lord Bishop of Ripon regarding the conditions of the new Parish Act’.

• SLEEVE 35: Correspondence regarding Ebenezer Smith.

• SLEEVE 36: Correspondence regarding Ebenezer Smith and the Local Heritage initiative.

• SLEEVE 37: A photocopy of a newspaper cutting from The Lancaster Guardian, Saturday, August 9, 1873 and a transcript of it.

• SLEEVE 38: The burial records for the Parish of Chapel-le-Dale, 1870 to 1877. Two documents: one the full list of burials from this period and the other a list of those buried as a result of death from accidents during the construction of the Settle-Carlisle railway).

• SLEEVE 39: An article of correspondence and a photocopied document from The Times, May 31, 1926 relating to the query in aforementioned correspondence about a Reverend Percival Wood Hulbert.

• SLEEVE 40: A photocopied newspaper clipping from The Lancaster Guardian, Saturday, September 7, 1878 relating to Ingleton and the Petty Sessions/Brewster Sessions.

• SLEEVE 41: Articles of correspondence all relating to details surrounding Reverend Percy Wood Hulbert.

• SLEEVE 42: An article of correspondence and two photocopied documents relating to Gerald Tyler’s query about a Reverend Alfred Relton passed on by The Pepys Library, Magdalene College, Cambridge.

• SLEEVE 43: Original and photocopied marriage license between Christopher Swinbank and Alice Yates, dated January 6, 1881. Includes seal.

• SLEEVE 44: An article of correspondence and articles relating to the query regarding a James Atkinson Burrow. Articles include: a photocopy of an entry from Venn, Alumni Cantabrigienses, a copy of biographical details, a copy of Burrows’ baptism, four archive copies of letters and a photocopy of a page from The Guardian, April 16, 1919 relating the death of James Atkinson Burrow. Also included is two further articles of correspondence regarding Reverend Percival Wood Hulbert and an Arthur Pryce.

• SLEEVE 45: A photocopied document relating to the 150th celebration of the birth of Charles Eamer Kempe (in 1987), a creator of stained-glass windows.

• SLEEVE 46: Articles of correspondence regarding a Reverend James Newell Williams and an enclosed copy of a portrait photograph and four smaller copies, unsigned and undated, of said Reverend James Newell Williams.

• SLEEVE 47: Another smaller copy of a portrait photograph, unsigned and undated, which appears to be Reverend James Newell Williams.

• SLEEVE 48: A photocopy of a newspaper article (unknown origin; appears to be The Lancaster Guardian) relating ‘Vicar of Chapel-le-Dale summoned for Assault’ (Reverend J. N. Wynne-Williams).
- SLEEVE 49: A collection of photocopied documents from newspaper articles relating to the church of Chapel-le-Dale and its congregation between 1914-1918. Also included is an article of correspondence and attached relating document and commemorative information regarding a William Miles Metcalfe who died during the First World War.
- SLEEVE 50: Two articles of correspondence between Gerald Tyler and Andrew Brooks regarding research into the men of Ingleton who served in the First World War.
- SLEEVE 51: Two photocopies of the newspaper article relating the assault committed by Reverend J. N. Wynne-Williams (see: SLEEVE 48).
- SLEEVE 52: An article of correspondence and photocopied documents relating to the query from The Lancaster Guardian.
- SLEEVE 53: An article of correspondence and two documents: the first is the occupation notes of an Arthur Wallace McGregor and the second is a companion-piece to the first from Extracts From The Annual Letters.
- SLEEVE 54: Articles of correspondence and relating documents to the query regarding Reverend Arthur Wallace McGregor. The first document contains four photographs of McGregor (all the same); the second and third regard his work as a missionary in Kenya, and the third is an unrelated guide to the CMS Archives at the University of Birmingham.
- SLEEVE 55: A photocopy of a newspaper article (unknown origin).
- SLEEVE 56: A photocopied extract from The London Gazette, December 17, 1929.
- SLEEVE 57: An article of correspondence sent by Gerald Tyler to The College Archives Department, Trinity College, Cambridge.
- SLEEVE 58: A collection of photocopied newspaper articles from The Craven Herald in 1931 and The Craven Pioneer in 1930.
- SLEEVE 59: A Collection of photocopied Church Electoral Rolls relating to Chapel-le-Dale from the National Assembly of the Church of England and Application for Enrolments, all from the 1930s.
- SLEEVE 60: Four photocopied newspaper articles relating to Ingleton; an article of correspondence and a written extract relating to a Reverend Asbee.
- SLEEVE 61: A collection of photocopied newspaper articles from The Craven Herald in 1941.
- SLEEVE 62: A copy of a notice from the Ecclesiastical Commissioners For England (Union of Benefices Measures, 1923-1936), dated 1941.
- SLEEVE 64: An article of correspondence and various related newspaper clippings.
- SLEEVE 65: A copy of the service booklet from the Church of St. Leonard, Chapel-le-Dale, Centenary of the Parish School, 1862-1962 and a photocopy of the souvenir programme of the 1953 Coronation celebration service at St. Leonard’s.
- SLEEVE 67: Articles of correspondence regarding the organ in St. Leonard’s Church.
- SLEEVE 68: An article of correspondence between Gerald Tyler and The College Archives Department, Queens College, Birmingham.
- SLEEVE 69: A photocopy of the newspaper article photograph from the visit of the Bishop of Bradford.
- SLEEVE 70: An article of correspondence between Gerald Tyler and Reverend C. Wray.
- SLEEVE 71: Articles of correspondence regarding a short account of a certain Reverend’s Ministry in the dale.
- SLEEVE 73: A photocopy of a newspaper article from The Craven Herald, Friday, April 26, 1996 regarding the visit of the Bishop of Bradford.
- SLEEVE 74: A document regarding the history and reflections of a ‘Tim,’ an ex-vicar of St. Leonard’s.
- SLEEVE 75: A newspaper article of a local newspaper (date and origin unknown) regarding the latest news roundup of the diocese.
SLEEVE 76: Two documents, the first being a guide to the churches in the Bradford diocese, the second being specifically a guide to St. Leonard’s.

SLEEVE 77: A collection of documents relating to ‘A Weekend To Remember – Chapel-le-Dale, 2000’ including service booklet.

SLEEVE 78: A newspaper article of a local newspaper regarding the events of ‘A Weekend To Remember.’

SLEEVE 79: Same as above.

SLEEVE 80: Same as above.

SLEEVE 81: Invitations and service booklets relating to St. Leonard’s.

SLEEVE 82: A copy of a map of the Deanery of Ewecross.

SLEEVE 83: A copy of a map showing St. Leonard’s and the surrounding area.

SLEEVE 84: A plan of St. Leonard’s Church.

SLEEVE 85: A copy of the guide to St. Leonard’s Church.

SLEEVE 86: Two copies of another guide to St. Leonard’s, a paper copy, and a compliments sheet from the Ovenden Printing Company.

SLEEVE 87: A typed document regarding the historical background of St. Leonard’s (what appears to be the text for the guide of SLEEVE 86).

SLEEVE 88: A typed document relating sources of information (probably linked to the document of SLEEVE 87).

SLEEVE 89: A written document of notes.

SLEEVE 90: A copy of Chapel-le-Dale – A Recipe Book.

File 3

Classified as ‘St. Leonard’s: Exhibition in Church’

SLEEVE 1: A written document titled ‘Exhibition Notes,’ includes various contact details.


SLEEVE 3: Two photographs and a small sheet outlining the people pictured (‘Katherine Horner’s Christening’).

SLEEVE 4: A copy of the newspaper photograph of the visit to St. Leonard’s by the Bishop of Bradford.

SLEEVE 5: A photograph from the wedding of Elizabeth Mason and James Thomas, 30/09/1972.

SLEEVE 6: Four copies of photographs taken of Chapel-le-Dale, Ingleton (all the same).

SLEEVE 7: Two copies of photographs taken of The Church, Chapel-le-Dale.

SLEEVE 8: A copy of a photograph taken of St. Leonard’s.


SLEEVE 21: A collection of photographs and a sheet outlining their contents (photographs recalling events during the Ministry of Reverend Tim Ainsworth).

SLEEVE 22: A copy of the newspaper cutting from the visit of the Bishop of Bradford; two photographs, both including the Reverend T. Ainsworth.

SLEEVE 23: Three copies of photographs: the first of two parishioners; the second, a service in progress; the third, a parish party.

SLEEVE 24: Two copies of a photograph and a small sheet explaining the content (Farewell to Reverend Roger & Mrs. Jean Fry).

SLEEVE 25: An untitled copy of a photograph containing Reverend Tim Ainsworth.

SLEEVE 26: Two copies of an image from within St. Leonard’s. (titled on the back of one: D. Beresford).
● SLEEVE 28: Two copies of the same photograph showing St. Leonard’s.
● SLEEVE 29: A copy of a photograph taken of a grave from St. Leonard’s.
● SLEEVE 30: A copy of an untitled photograph showing a house (possibly the Rectory).
● SLEEVE 31: A copy of a photograph showing the Reverend James Newell Wynne-Williams.
● SLEEVE 32: A photograph and three copies showing the clergy and congregation outside St. Leonard’s.
● SLEEVE 33: A copy of a photograph showing ‘Chapel-le-Dale and Ingleborough.’
● SLEEVE 34: Two copies of a photograph taken of Reverend James Newell Wynne-Williams and a copy of a painting (origin unknown).
● SLEEVE 35: Another copy of the photograph taken of the Reverend James Newell Wynne-Williams.
● SLEEVE 36: A copy of a photograph taken of the Reverend Wallace McGregor.
● SLEEVE 37: Three copies of a photograph taken when the ‘Railway Station Becomes Church For A Day.’
● SLEEVE 38: A copy of a photograph of a wedding (origin unknown).
● SLEEVE 39: Two copies of a photograph and an explanatory note (‘The Mothers’ Union at Mary Sumner House, London).
● SLEEVE 40: A collection of related documents containing written detail and photographs under the title ‘How Old is St. Leonard’s Church? ’
● SLEEVE 41: A copy of a painting used in the Guide (See: File 2, SLEEVE 85).
● SLEEVE 42: A copy of a photograph showing St. Leonard’s windows.
● SLEEVE 43: A photograph and a copy showing the interior of ‘The Church, Chapel-le-Dale.’
● SLEEVE 44: Two copies of two photographs showing a stained-glass window in St. Leonard’s.
● SLEEVE 45: A document of thanks from the St. Leonard’s Parochial Church Council to all contributions to the Heritage Exhibition; a copy of the marriage license between Christopher Swinbank and Alice Yates, dated January 6, 1881 (see: File 2, SLEEVE 43); a copy of a photograph showing the exterior of St. Leonard’s with parishioners and vicar (the baptism of Janet Horner’s baby); two photographs of Angela Mason’s Wedding; a photograph of Melissa Sharp’s wedding.
● SLEEVE 46: A copy of a photograph showing Thomas and Mary Morpet and a copy of their remembrance; a copy of a newspaper cutting outlining the road accident that killed both Tom and Ellen Kilburn; a cover explanatory sheet.
● SLEEVE 47: A collection of copies of photographs and their explanatory notes relating to the tenure of Reverend Ebenezer Smith.
● SLEEVE 48: A collection of copies of photographs and newspaper cuttings and their explanatory notes relating to the tenure surrounding the Reverend James Newell Wynne-Williams.
● SLEEVE 49: A copy of two photographs, unsigned and undated.
● SLEEVE 50-57: Copies of paintings (unsigned and undated) showing various scenes relating to Chapel-le-Dale.
● SLEEVE 58: Two photographs and their explanatory notes relating to the tenures of the Reverends Arthur Wallace McGregor and Harold John Croft.
● SLEEVE 59: Copies of three photographs relating to Chapel-le-Dale.
● SLEEVE 60: A copy of the newspaper cutting concerning the visit of the Bishop of Bradford; two copies of a photograph taken of construction work on St. Leonard’s roof; a copy of a newspaper cutting regarding the replacement of the roof.
● SLEEVE 61: A collection of copies of photographs and their explanatory notes relating to the tenure of Reverend Roger Fry.
● SLEEVE 62: A copy of three photographs and their explanatory notes.
● SLEEVE 63-64: Copies of photographs from Sheep, Steam & Shows – Farming Life in Chapel-le-Dale by Gerald Tyler (see: SLEEVES 9-20).
SLEEVE 65: A collection of copies of photographs and their explanatory notes (‘Other Church events during Roger’s Ministry’).

SLEEVE 66: Three copies of photographs all taken within St. Leonard’s.


SLEEVE 68: A copy of a newspaper cutting from The Craven Herald, September 30, 1988 regarding the success of the sheep show.

SLEEVE 69: A copy of a message from the Prime Minister titled ‘Beating the Invader’ distributed by the Ministry of Information during the Second World War.

SLEEVE 70: A photograph with explanatory note on the back (Ribblehead Farmer Sale).

SLEEVE 71: A copy of three photographs (origin unknown) depicting scenes presumably from Chapel-le-Dale life.

SLEEVE 72: A collection of copies of photographs and their duplicates: ‘Rodney Beresford’s blue-faced Leicester Ewes’; ‘Alan Sharp’s North Country Mules lambs at Ivescar’; ‘Spring lamb at Newby Head’; ‘Peter Handley of Gunnerfleet shows his prize ‘Sward’le’.’

SLEEVE 73: A collection of photographs and their copies: ‘The Morphet family at the front door of Nether Lodge around the 1920s’ is the only captioned one; the others all relate.

SLEEVE 74: Two copies of photographs and their duplicates: ‘The road through Chapel-le-Dale – once the Lancaster-Richmond turnpike’; ‘Ribblehead and the Station Inn as it was around the 1920s.’

SLEEVE 75: A collection of copies of photographs and their captions: ‘Swaledales are gathered for clipping on Old Ing. Farm 100ft above sea level, now Ribblehead, West Riding, Yorkshire’; ‘a non-working day for the sheepdogs of Winterscales’; ‘Peter Woods gathering in at Ribblehead’; ‘a young David Grimshaw ‘droving’ at Winterscales.’

SLEEVE 76: A collection of copies of two photographs: the first, a young ‘Miss Askrigg of Low Hill in the 1930s – now Mrs. May Bazeley of Weathercote’; the second, a recent photograph of ‘Mrs. May Bazeley and Mrs. Besey Mason of Lodge Hall Farm.’

SLEEVE 77: A copy of a newspaper cutting from The Craven Herald, September 30, 1988 regarding the success of the sheep show (see: SLEEVE 68).

SLEEVE 78: Four copies of a photograph of ‘John Lambert of Old Philpin around the 1940s’.

SLEEVE 79: A copy of an ordinance survey map of the Ingleborough area.

SLEEVE 80-108: A collection of photographs, some with explanatory notes some without. Certain photographs relate to Sheep, Steam & Shows – Farming Life in Chapel-le-Dale by Gerald Tyler (see: SLEEVES 9-20) and most items relate to rural life in the Ingleborough area in the first half of the twentieth century. SLEEVE 95 contains a postcard and copies of ‘Scar Top, 2000 years ago.’

File 4

 Classified as ‘St. Leonard’s: Exhibition – Photos and captions’

SLEEVE 1: A brief overview sheet; two copies of photographs taken at the Restoration & Survey Work, 2003; St. Leonard’s Heritage Project objective list; St. Leonard’s ‘Winter Lecture Programme’; a copy of the newspaper article relating the ‘A Weekend To Remember’ at St. Leonard’s; a copy of a photograph of unknown origin showing Reverend Tim Ainsworth; a copy of an In Memoriam.

SLEEVE 2: Copies of Burials at Chapel-le-Dale dates: 1871, 1875; a copy of a newspaper cutting (unknown origin) relating the death of Mr. Job Hirst; an image of a gravestone and explanatory note (headstone of James Mathers); another copy of a photograph of a St. Leonard’s gravestone; a copy of a photograph and detached explanatory note (Thomas and Mary Morphet).

SLEEVE 3: A copy of newspaper cuttings relating ‘Fatal Fight Between Two Navvies,’ and a cricket match at Batty Green. There is also another sheet of information titled ‘Recreation Versus Riot At Batty Green’.

SLEEVE 4: A collection of information and copies of photographs relating to the life of John Kilburn.
- SLEEVE 5: Three copies of photographs relating to the life of Ebenezer Smith.
- SLEEVE 6: More articles of information and copies of photographs relating to the life of Ebenezer Smith.
- SLEEVE 7: Articles of information and copies of photographs relating to the life of William Metcalfe of Weathercote.
- SLEEVE 8: An article of information relating to charges brought against a George Young for damage done to the Gearstones Inn; there is also an enclosed copy of a photograph (presumably what was the Gearstones Inn).
- SLEEVE 9: Two copies of photographs and a copy of the Remembrance plaques for both Mary and Thomas Morphet (presumably both photographs relate to the family).
- UNSLEEVED): A collection of paper duplicates of all photographs enclosed.

BOX 2

File 5

Classified as ‘St. Leonard’s: Miscellaneous Papers’

- SLEEVE 1: North Yorkshire Church Tourism Initiative: St. Leonard’s Church, Chapel-le-Dale, Visitor Monitoring Form for June/July, October/November/December 2003, 2004; two articles of correspondence relating to the Monitoring Form.
- SLEEVE 4: Parochial Church Council Meeting Agendas: some undated, but those that are dated are from years between: 1996-2004.
- SLEEVE 5: A collection of service sheets.
- SLEEVE 6: Articles of information regarding the background to St. Leonard’s Church.
- SLEEVE 7: Articles relating to the Application for Project Funding, Community Initiatives and the Local Heritage Initiative application sheet.
- SLEEVE 8: Two articles of correspondence regarding a Parochial Church Council meeting and a typed document regarding the meeting.
- SLEEVE 9: Two articles of correspondence regarding the construction of a website for the church.
- SLEEVE 10: A collection of documents including invoices and articles of correspondence relating to water supply and connecting issues regarding the church.
- SLEEVE 11: A typed document regarding the Display Area Project.
- SLEEVE 12: A photocopy of a map showing the area surrounding St. Leonard’s Church.
- SLEEVE 13: A collection of documents regarding the need for a church hall at St. Leonard’s.
- SLEEVE 14: A collection of documents regarding the Winter Lecture Programme at St. Leonard’s, includes plans, articles of correspondence and copies of directories.
- SLEEVE 15: A collection of documents regarding the Exhibition of Photographs and Documents (focusing on The Victorian Railway Years in Chapel-Le-Dale) includes the Visitor’s Book.
- SLEEVE 16: Articles of correspondence and a leaflet regarding Heritage Walks.
- SLEEVE 17: A collection of documents regarding the Heritage Walks, includes articles of correspondence, a chart of Heritage Open Days and times, a registration form, a meeting programme, newsletter, insurance information, information and guidance, leaflets, visitor book (unsigned).
- SLEEVE 18: An article of correspondence regarding the churchyard.
- SLEEVE 19: Articles of correspondence regarding the church car park.
- SLEEVE 20: A collection of documents regarding the St. Leonard’s Heritage Project.
- SLEEVE 21: More documents regarding the Heritage Project relating to the planning of such.
- SLEEVE 22: A collection of documents regarding the Exhibitions and lectures at St. Leonard’s including articles of correspondence, ‘friends’ list and book list.
- SLEEVE 24: Articles of correspondence relating to school visits.
- SLEEVE 25: Documents relating to the Winter Lectures, also included is a copy of the Ewecross Deanery News from August 2003.
- SLEEVE 26: A typed documents titled ‘An Update on the Heritage Project’ and an article of correspondence.
- SLEEVE 27: Documents relating to the archaeological survey conducted at St. Leonard’s including articles of correspondence and invoices.
- SLEEVE 28: Three articles of correspondence regarding the Church History Project.
- SLEEVE 29: An article of correspondence and invoice from Parkin & Jackson Ltd. – Monumental 7 Architectural Masons.
- SLEEVE 30: Articles of correspondence from printers regarding Gerald Tyler’s book The Chapel of the Fells.
- SLEEVE 31: Articles of correspondence regarding Car Park Estimates.
- SLEEVE 32: Car Park Planning Documents (maps, articles of correspondence, planning application, schedule of fees).
- SLEEVE 33: More articles of correspondence regarding the car park.
- SLEEVE 34: Documents relating to the funding of the St. Leonard’s Church Heritage Project.
- SLEEVE 35: Invoices for the St. Leonard’s Church Heritage Project.
- SLEEVE 36: A collection of documents from the Countryside Agency regarding an Offer of Grant for the Local Heritage Initiative Project.
- SLEEVE 37: Financial documents (including breakdown of fees) from the Countryside Agency.
- SLEEVE 38: A collection of documents regarding the grant claim for the Local Heritage Initiative.
- SLEEVE 39: Application Form for a grant from The Craven Trust (includes articles of correspondence).
- SLEEVE 40: An article of correspondence regarding a grant from the Yorkshire Dales Millennium Trust.
- SLEEVE 41: A written article of correspondence regarding financial assistance.
- SLEEVE 42: A collection of documents including a paper copy of a St. Leonard’s Church Guide, articles of correspondence, project report, and application form for project funding.
- SLEEVE 43: A copy of the North Yorkshire Church Tourism Initiative Church Information Questionnaire and a copy of Open Doors, Issue 1, March 2003.
- SLEEVE 44: An invitation to ‘Reminiscence’ Evening.
- SLEEVE 45: A collection of documents relating to the ‘Weekend To Remember.’
- SLEEVE 46: An article of correspondence regarding the graveyard and a document regarding ‘The Work & Priorities of the Diocese.’
- SLEEVE 47: A collection of documents (mainly correspondence) regarding the ‘Weekend To Remember,’ includes the initial draft of the service and includes information for the Parochial Church Council meeting regarding the subject.
- SLEEVE 48: A collection of documents including addresses, and a list of book sales and to whom.
- SLEEVE 49: Documents relating to the press release regarding the ‘Weekend To Remember,’ includes articles of correspondence and a photocopy of a newspaper cutting.
- SLEEVE 51: An unfilled copy of a recollections request document for the ‘Chapel Le Dale Church School Reminiscences.’
- SLEEVE 52: More documents regarding the ‘Weekend To Remember’ including articles of correspondence and meeting plan.
- SLEEVE 53: Articles of correspondence regarding Gerald Tyler’s book A School Bell Rings In The Dale.
- SLEEVE 54: A collection of documents (mainly correspondence) regarding the St. Leonard’s Millennium plaque.
- SLEEVE 55: A copy of a St. Leonard’s booklet and articles of correspondence regarding such.
- SLEEVE 56: Documents regarding the objectives and programme of events for the ‘Friends of St. Leonard’s.’
- SLEEVE 57: Documents regarding the ‘Potential Friends of St. Leonard’s.’
Classified as ‘Chapel le Dale School (records; photos; personal reminiscences; draft ‘History’)’

- SLEEVE 1: Printer’s draft of A School Bell Rings In The Dale.
- SLEEVE 2: A photocopy of the school’s Admission Register (relaying: Admission Number, Date of Admission or Re-Admission, Name of Child, Name of Guardian and Address, Exemption, if any, from Religious Instruction, Date of Birth, Name of Last School, Date of Last Attendance at this school, Cause of Leaving, Remarks) 1892-1937.
- SLEEVE 3: A copy of a photograph (presumably of the school).
- SLEEVE 4: A document titled ‘School History’ but relates other details regarding the parish.
- SLEEVE 5: A document titled ‘School Notes.’
- SLEEVE 6: A Document printed from a webpage titled ‘The History and Records of Education’ based on a talk given by Angela Petyt.
- SLEEVE 7: A printed document regarding the school which was brought up at the Parochial Church Council meeting.
- SLEEVE 8: A typed transcript of sources from the 18th century relating to the operating schools of the area.
- SLEEVE 9: A typed document of sources.
- SLEEVE 10: A typed document relating to the Receipts For Payments Made By School Managers.
- SLEEVE 11: Articles of correspondence regarding the Chapel-le-Dale school including a photocopy of a photograph.
- SLEEVE 12: A completed copy of a recollections request document for the ‘Chapel Le Dale Church Reminiscences’ and includes an article of correspondence relating to such.
- SLEEVE 14: A completed copy of the Reminiscences questionaire and typed documents of reminiscences.
- SLEEVE 15: A document titled ‘Memories of School days of Chapel-le-Dale.’
- SLEEVE 16: Two copies of photographs taken of a plaque.
- SLEEVE 17: A written document regarding a Jennet Rose.
- SLEEVE 18: A copy of a document from November 1865 regarding a request for finance by Mr. John Kilburn; also enclosed is three copies of photographs which appear to be of Ebenezer Smith.
- SLEEVE 19: A photocopy of a conveyance dated 4th of June 1863 for a plot of land to build the school upon and a photocopy of a deed for the land signed by the esquires.
- SLEEVE 20: A photocopy of the Charity Commission, dated 1864, including schedules.
- SLEEVE 21: A photocopy of articles of correspondence relating to the school, dated 1883.
- SLEEVE 23: Three copies of a photograph showing pupils and a document detailing who it relates to.
- SLEEVE 24: A copy of a photograph showing a class of pupils. Undated and no relating descriptive document.
- SLEEVE 25: A copy of a photograph showing a class of pupils. Undated and no relating descriptive document.
- SLEEVE 26: A large copy of each photograph contained in this sleeve and SLEEVE 25.
- SLEEVE 28: Copy of a photograph and descriptive document.
- SLEEVE 30: A copy of a photograph showing a class of pupils. Undated and no relating descriptive document.
- SLEEVE 31: Two copies of a photocopy of an unknown newspaper cutting from September 18, 1937 regarding the school.
- SLEEVE 32: A copy of a photograph showing a class of pupils. Undated and no relating descriptive document.
- SLEEVE 33: Three copies of a photograph and a descriptive document.
- SLEEVE 34: Three copies of a photograph and a descriptive document.
- SLEEVE 35: Three copies of a photograph and a (possible) descriptive document (see top right-hand corner of the sleeve).
- SLEEVE 36: Four copies of a photograph. Undated and no descriptive document.
SLEEVE 37: A photocopy of a newspaper article relating to the alleged assault of a pupil by the vicar of Chapel-le Dale.
SLEEVE 38: Three copies of a painting (of the school?)
SLEEVE 39: A collection of photocopied postcards.
SLEEVE 40: A photocopy of an unknown newspaper clipping relating a Sports Day at the school.
SLEEVE 41: A photocopy of an unknown newspaper clipping, dated July 13th 1934, relating the rescue of a boy from drowning.
SLEEVE 42: TWO copies of a photograph and a descriptive sticker (see top right-hand corner of the sleeve).
SLEEVE 43: A copy of a photograph showing Dorothy Akrigg.
SLEEVE 44: A copy of a photograph and a descriptive document.
SLEEVE 45: A copy of a photograph, undated, but 'Mary Akrigg in the middle' written on the back.
SLEEVE 46: Three copies of a photograph and a descriptive document.
SLEEVE 47: Two copies of two photographs of Thomas Newhouse.
SLEEVE 48: Two photocopies of the press cutting regarding the dismissal of Mrs. Ada Clayton Burrow from her position as Headmistress and an undated and unnamed copy of a photograph.
SLEEVE 49: Another copy of the Mrs. Ada Clayton Burrow press cutting and an article of correspondence regarding legal aid, dated 1945.
SLEEVE 50: A photocopy of a school notebook, 1930.
SLEEVE 51: A photocopy of an unknown newspaper cutting from 1937 regarding a sporting success for the school.
SLEEVE 52: A copy of a photograph and a descriptive document.
SLEEVE 53: A photocopy of an unknown newspaper cutting and a written descriptive piece contained on it.
SLEEVE 56: A copy of a photograph (presumably of the school?)
SLEEVE 57: Written information on the back of a Reminiscences Questionnaire.
SLEEVE 58: An envelope, dated 1949?
SLEEVE 59: Photocopies of two Report(s) on Accident To Scholar.
SLEEVE 60: A copy of a photograph of a class of pupils with written description on the reverse.
SLEEVE 61: Two copies of a photograph. Undated and unsigned.
SLEEVE 62: A copy of a photograph of a class of pupils and a descriptive document.
SLEEVE 63: Two copies of a photograph (one included in an article of correspondence) and a descriptive document.
SLEEVE 64: Two copies of a photograph and descriptive sticker (see top right-hand corner).
SLEEVE 65: Two copies of a centenary congratulation to the school from the National Society.
SLEEVE 66: Two copies of a photograph. Undated and unsigned.
SLEEVE 67: A document regarding the numbering of various photographs contained in the other sleeves outlining their contents (some unfilled).
SLEEVE 68: Two copies of a photograph and a rather unhelpful descriptive sticker (see top right-hand corner).
SLEEVE 69: A copy of a photograph and a descriptive document.
SLEEVE 70: A copy of a photograph with written description.
SLEEVE 71: A copy of a photograph. Undated and unsigned.
SLEEVE 72: Copies of two photographs and a descriptive sticker (see top right-hand corner).
SLEEVE 73: A copy of two photographs, descriptions given.
SLEEVE 74: Two copies of a photograph showing Ashley Newhouse and an unnamed boy.
SLEEVE 75: Copies of two photographs, description given for one of them.
SLEEVE 76: Two copies of a photograph and description.
SLEEVE 77: Copies of the Queen's letter of thanks to Mrs. Parsons.
SLEEVE 78: Copies of photographs taken of Sports Days.
SLEEVE 79: A collection of photographs titled 'school photographs, 1970s.'
SLEEVE 80: Three copies of a photograph and description.
SLEEVE 81: A typed document titled 'Battle of the Sexes.'
SLEEVE 82: Two copies of a photograph one of which notes the people contained in it and is used as a 'Where are they now?' poster.
SLEEVE 83: A photocopied document (from a book?) relating to the school.
SLEEVE 84-86: Contain a study titled *A County Primary School*. Sleeve 84 contains Chapter 1, sleeve 85 contains chapter 2 and sleeve 86 contains chapter 3.
SLEEVE 87: A photocopy of a policy of insurance to the school, dated December 25, 1886.
SLEEVE 88: A photocopy of a policy of insurance for the church, dated December 15, 1898.
SLEEVE 89: A photocopy of a policy of insurance regarding the school, dated 1901.
SLEEVE 90: A photocopy of a policy of insurance regarding the school, dated 1902.
SLEEVE 91: Same copy as Sleeve 90.
SLEEVE 92: A photocopy of a policy of insurance regarding the school, dated 1916.
SLEEVE 93: A photocopied document relating to the Liabilities of School Managers.
SLEEVE 94: A photocopy of the School Charity Commission sealed on December 19, 1913.
SLEEVE 95: A photocopy of the legal agreement regarding the use of the piano at the school, dated 1926.
SLEEVE 96: A photocopy of an Amending Regulation, certifying the fall in attendance to influenza, dated 1927.
SLEEVE 97: An article of correspondence from the Bradford Diocesan Education Committee, dated 1947.
SLEEVE 98: Photocopies of a Memorandum of Agreement between the Managers and Governors of the school in 1952.
SLEEVE 99: Copies of documents regarding the inspection of the school in 1952.
SLEEVE 100: A copy of the instrument of management for the school, dated 1954.
SLEEVE 101: A collection of inspection reports between 1939 and 1957.
SLEEVE 102: A centenary celebration service booklet.
SLEEVE 103: Articles of correspondence sent to the Education Department of the Council regarding the sanction of swimming lessons.
SLEEVE 104: Articles of correspondence regarding repairs and alterations to the school.
SLEEVE 105: Articles of correspondence regarding an Autumn Fayre.
SLEEVE 106: Articles of correspondence relating to various school affairs.
SLEEVE 108: A photocopy of the Register for Admission and Withdrawal from the school, commenced on February 18th 1938 (see SLEEVE 2 for similar).
SLEEVE 109: A leaflet regarding the school.

**File 7**

*Classified as ‘Chapel le Dale School (‘Vol. 2’) – includes photocopies of school log, 1917-73; manager’s minutes from 1904’*.

- **SLEEVE 1**: Coversheet.
- **UNSLEEVED**: Copy of School Log Book, dated August 24 1917-1973 filled in at intervals. Includes details such as deliveries, weather and attendance information.
- **SLEEVE 2**: A collection of WRCC Education Committee Minute Book typed documents, dated 1904-1935 (appears complete).

**BOX 3**

**File 8**

*Classified as ‘Chapel le Dale School – Photocopies of application for headship, 1879, 1884’*

**NOTE**: All below are photocopies of the originals
SLEEVE 1: A typed document regarding the ‘Applications for Schoolmaster Post, June 1879’ outlining letters received and who applied for the position and where they lived (this document is the typed transcript of the originals enclosed in the following sleeves).

SLEEVE 2: Article of correspondence, dated November 11, 1900 and addressed to Mr. and Mrs. Kilburn.

SLEEVE 3: A collection of documents including formal letters of unsuccessful application and more informal letters sent to other applicants (all regard the position that was vacant in 1879).

SLEEVE 4: A collection of other articles of correspondence relating to the posting in 1879 sent by applicants.

SLEEVE 5: A collection of applications to the position of ‘mastership’ in 1879, including a W. Davis; Maude Parker; Helen M. Ford; Mary Ann Cooke.

SLEEVE 6: A collection of applications to the position of ‘mastership’ in 1879, including Elizabeth Lee; J. Richards; G. W. Farquharson.

SLEEVE 7: Two A3 photocopies of references for a Miss Anderson, dated February 12, 1872 but copied in 1879, and an application by Miss Anderson, undated.

SLEEVE 8: A collection of applications to the position of ‘mastership’ in 1879, including A. Forrester (with testimonials); W. H. Davies; R. Hanley; J. A. Copley; an article of correspondence from a Charles Bond regarding the school; another article of query from a Mary Wright; an article of correspondence relating queries of the school from an Ellen Rice; an application from T. Wrigley; S. Deane and a J. Moore (with including testimonials).

SLEEVE 9: A collection of applications to the position of ‘mastership’ in 1879, including Sam Lane (including testimonials); an article of query from a Miss Paine; an enclosure of testimonials from an M. Ford; an application from a Thomas Emerson; an application and testimonials, signature illegible.

SLEEVE 10: An application from a William Dearden; two articles of correspondence regarding the application made by William Dearden; an application made by a Mary Simpson.

SLEEVE 11: A collection of applications from an A. Brunskill; W. Platt; John R. Howard; enclosure of testimonials of a Mr. Harrison.

SLEEVE 12: Testimonials of W. R. Hanley; an article of correspondence, signature illegible; an article of correspondence from G. W. Farquharson; an application from a T. Wood; an illegible article, appears to be correspondence.

SLEEVE 13: Testimonials for a Mr. Edward Essex; application from a Robert Bland and article of correspondence; an application from an N. Robinson.

SLEEVE 14: Applications made by J. Appleyard; Richard Rees; W. Dodgson and Henry Neighbour.

SLEEVE 15: Applications made by Henry Mortimer; Patrick O’Carroll; John D. Walker; Thomas Barnes and J. Bluit.

SLEEVE 16: Testimonials for Thomas Emerson.

SLEEVE 17: An application with no signature, photocopy incomplete; an application and testimonials from Edward Smith.

SLEEVE 18: A collection of articles including correspondence and an application from John Jordan; application and testimonials from a J. F. Johnstone.

SLEEVE 19: Similar to SLEEVE 1, a typed document regarding the ‘Applications for Head Mastership, February 1884’ outlining letters received and who applied for the position and where they lived (this document is the typed transcript of the originals enclosed in the following sleeves).

SLEEVE 20: An application made by Henrietta Taylor; a query for particulars by a Kate Lumley; application and testimonials from Ellen Hammond; an unsigned article of correspondence; an article of correspondence from a Mrs. Brooke; application and testimonials from a J. A. Watt; an application from James Moss.

SLEEVE 21: Applications made by George Robert Ennis; Henry Urmson (including testimonials) and John Mattinson.

SLEEVE 22: Applications and testimonials from Jessie Jean West; George Lancaster; J. E. Booth and William Hughes.

SLEEVE 23: Letter of resignation from James High.

SLEEVE 24: A list of the applicants made by the Governors.

SLEEVE 25: An article of correspondence with the school by an Elizabeth C.

SLEEVE 26: Application and testimonial from a J. Smith and relating articles of correspondence.
- SLEEVE 27: Application and testimonial from an Albert Green; application from a Christine J. Strang; application and testimonials for a H. E. Keyte; application and testimonials from a Miss M. Newton; application from a Thomas Stroud; application from a Josiah Sibley; testimonies for T. Stroud.
- SLEEVE 28: Applications and testimonials from a George Heap; an application, signature illegible.
- SLEEVE 29: Application and testimonials for a John Sanderson; three copies of the same document including Testimonials and Reports.
- SLEEVE 30: Testimonial for J. E. Gunn.
- SLEEVE 31: Application and testimonials for a Mr. Warner.
- SLEEVE 32: Testimonials and an article of correspondence from Arthur A. Bramall.
- SLEEVE 33: Copies of the testimonials for Christina J. Strang.
- SLEEVE 34: Testimonials and an article of correspondence from a Miss Clifford; testimonials for an Ellen James; application from an A. Williams; an article of correspondence relating the reasons for the resignation of James Martin Ingoldsby.
- SLEEVE 35: Application and testimonials for Miss Haymer; an application by Miss A. M. Copley; testimonials and an article of correspondence from Miss Gunn; application from Arthur A. Bramwell.
- SLEEVE 36: Testimonials for Mr. Moss and an article of correspondence; applications for William F. Williams and J. Simmons; application and testimonials from Archibald Robertson; application and testimonials for Walter Ansell.

File 9

Classified as ‘Chapel-le-Dale families: Kilburn, Lambert, Ellershaw, Whaley, Inman, Morphet, Thwaite, Swinbank’

- SLEEVE 1: Photocopy of a photograph taken of what appears to be the school (has no description); 1 sheet of photocopies of clippings from the *Lancaster Guardian*, 1874, relating to Chapel-le-Dale; an enlarged version of the Saturday May 16(?), 1874 clipping; a typed copy of a newspaper article from the *Lancaster Guardian* from March 15, 1879 relating a concert in Chapel-le-Dale; an enlarged version of an article from the same newspaper, Saturday, August 28, 1880.
- SLEEVE 2: Related details with regard to John Kilburn; a photocopy of an article from the *Lancaster Guardian*, Saturday, October 31, 1874; three photocopies of A Sacred Token presented to Elizabeth Kilburn by her father, dated June 25, 1872.
- SLEEVE 3: A black-and-white copy of a photograph taken of the vicarage in Chapel-le-Dale; an A3 sheet containing copies of photographs taken of St. Leonard’s church, Gatekirk, dated May 1901 and Weathercote House, dated August 1901; a sheet containing two copies of photographs, one appears to be the school, both unsigned and undated.
- SLEEVE 4: A copy of a photograph taken of Ebenezer Smith; a copy of a photograph taken outside St. Leonard’s church.
- SLEEVE 5: A cardboard copy of a photograph taken of St. Leonard’s church; three copies of said photograph.
- SLEEVE 6: Two photocopies of photographs, both signed and undated, both of houses, one in disrepair.
- SLEEVE 7: One A4 negative, unsigned undated, showing a labouring man on a cart.
- SLEEVE 8: Three photocopies of articles from the *Lancaster Guardian*, January 4, 1873; Saturday, September 4, 1875 and the date of the last article is illegible; photocopy of a poster relating the cataloguing of the contents of Stoneham Park estate, near Southampton.
- SLEEVE 9: A copy of Particulars of Freehold Property to be sold at Auction at the Town Hall in Bentham, Wednesday January 29, 1930.
- SLEEVE 10: Two documents relating to information in Gerald Tyler’s book *The Chapel in the Fells* regarding Robert Balderston.
- SLEEVE 11: A copy of a photograph taken of Broad Robe.
- SLEEVE 12: A copy of a photograph taken of Old Philpin around the early 1900s.
- UNSLEEVED: Two copies of what appears to be a farmhouse, unsigned and undated; a photograph taken of Old Philpin around the early 1900s and Winshaw before renovation – the home of the shepherds and the gamekeepers; a copy of two photographs of Low Scales before renovation and
East Chapel House around 1930; a copy of two photographs taken of Gearstones Cottages and a ring of boulders near Gearstones.

- SLEEVE 13: A3 copy of a poster of the sale of particulars of the Freehold Estate known as ‘Southerscales’ in the township of Ingleton, dated July 1877.
- SLEEVE 14: One unsigned and undated copy of a photograph; a photocopy of a baptism register from the county of York in the year 1854; a copy of a family register certifying the births of the Kilburn family; and one copy of an article of correspondence between Gerald Tyler and Harry Fleming.
- SLEEVE 15: Copy of John Kilburn’s death certificate, dated 1900, and will; copy of the Chapel-le-Dale register, dated 1851; an article of correspondence between Harry Fleming and Gerald Tyler relating information on John Kilburn; A3 copy of the Kilburn family tree; copy of a marriage certificate for John and Sarah Kilburn, dated 1857; a copy of what appears to be James Kilburn’s business card as a tallow chandler; an A3 copy of the Parker family tree; an A3 copy of an extract of an Enumeration Schedule; an article of correspondence between a Mrs Butt and Gerald Tyler; a document relating information on John Kilburn.
- SLEEVE 16: Gerald Tyler correspondence relating information on Thomas Segwick Ellershaw.
- SLEEVE 17: A collection of documents relating to the Ellershaw’s including dates, addresses, baptism certificates and A3 copies of the will of Henry Ellershaw and articles of correspondence between Gerald Tyler and various parties.
- SLEEVE 18: A list of the Ellershaws.
- SLEEVE 19: An undated and unsigned copy of a photograph.
- SLEEVE 21: A collection of documents regarding the Whaley family including lists of descendents, correspondence, a transcribed oral history, copy of a photograph and Gearstones timeline.
- SLEEVE 22: A further collection of documents regarding the Whaley family including a family group record, articles of Gerald Tyler correspondence with relating information, a copy of a recollection by Rebecca Dixon Whaley and a copy of an image of Elizabeth (Whaley) Sanderson.
- SLEEVE 23: An article of written correspondence with enclosed family tree and a photocopy of a photograph taken of “Aunt Annie, Granna Ward & Friend.”
- SLEEVE 24: Two postcards of Thornton Foss Falls at Ingleton and White Scar Caverns, Ingleton; four copies of a photograph, unsigned and undated; two drawings, one with a copy (both appear to be linked) of The Hill Inn, Chapel-le-Dale.
- SLEEVE 26: An article of correspondence between Gerald Tyler and Joanne Penton/Keith Lund regarding information on the Lund family.
- SLEEVE 27: A collection of unrelated correspondence regarding families from the Chapel-le-Dale area.
- SLEEVE 28: A newspaper cutting from the Craven Herald, 2003; historical information on the Station Inn, Ribblehead, Ingleton; an enlarged copy of a newspaper article, most probably the *Lancaster Guardian*, relating the Petty Sessions of Ingleton, undated.
- SLEEVE 29: A copy of a photograph taken of Mr and Mrs Menheniot.
- SLEEVE 30: Acting as title page: KILBURN.
- SLEEVE 31: A postcard and two copies, unsigned and undated (believe it to be Mr Tom and Mrs Isabella Kilburn killed in the Ingleton Motor Tragedy).
- SLEEVE 32: A copy of the newspaper cuttings regarding the tragedy and a memorial banner to the deceased.
- SLEEVE 33: Acting as title page: LAMBERT.
- UNSLEEVED: Note regarding their tenancy.
- SLEEVE 34: An article of Gerald Tyler correspondence regarding research on the Lamberts.
- SLEEVE 35: A document of information on the Lamberts giving dates of farm tenancies and articles of correspondence between Gerald Tyler and Les Airey.
- SLEEVE 36: More articles of correspondence between Gerald Tyler and Les Airey.
- UNSLEEVED: A research piece on the Lamberts conducted by Leslie M. Airey, 1996.
- SLEEVE 37: Five copies of a photograph taken of Mercy Lambert and a related descriptive document.
- SLEEVE 38: Another A4 copy of the photograph taken of Old Philpin around the early 1900s.
- SLEEVE 39: Acting as title page: MORPHET.
- SLEEVE 40: A copy of two photographs with a description sheet; a ‘Winter Reading’ named ‘Drystone Waller – In Memoriam to Tom Morphet’; an A4 sheet showing the ‘In Memoriam’ of Tom and Mary Morphet.
SLEEVE 41: Further to the contents of SLEEVE 39, one A4 sheet showing further inscription on the 'In Memoriam' of both Tom and Mary Morphet.

SLEEVE 42: Two A4 sheets containing the same two images, both unsigned and undated, but appears to be Tom Morphet and regiment; an A4 blow-up copy of aforementioned regiment; another blow-up A4 copy of a photograph, unsigned and undated; a written document containing Morphet family details.

SLEEVE 43: Copies of three articles of correspondence between a Sister Rhoda and Sister Annie (Morphet).

SLEEVE 44: Copies of six articles of correspondence from 1905 by Annie Morphet including postcard(s) and a drawing; and two written documents containing further information on the Morphet family.

SLEEVE 45: A copy of a poem titled *A Gamekeeper's Story* by W. Morphet.

SLEEVE 46: Acting as title page: THWAITE.

SLEEVE 47: A collection of copies of correspondence relating to the Thwaite family including three copies of a letter from the Front from Pte. T. Thwaite, dated August 10, 1917; a collection of correspondence from the War Graves Commission regarding the resting place of T. Thwaite.

SLEEVE 48: Two copies of a photograph taken of Ninion Thwaite of Low Hill; a copy of the Contract of Tenancy, dated 1909, for Ninion Thwaite and Ellen Swinbank.

SLEEVE 49: A copy of the documents sent to the Thwaite family by the War Graves Commission regarding the death of Pte. T. Thwaite, including outstanding correspondence.

SLEEVE 50: A copy of the Tithe Act payment invoice, dated August 9, 1930 for the Thwaits.

SLEEVE 51: A copy of the will of Ellen Swinbank; a copy of an indenture, dated 1888 regarding Low Hill Farm; a copy of the legal document passing over Low Hill Farm to Ninion Thwaite upon the death of Simon Thwaite, dated 1902; a copy of a lease, dated 1887, regarding Low Hill Farm; three copies of a photograph with description ‘Ninion and Mary Ann Swinbank.’

SLEEVE 52: Copies of two photographs, one of Ninion Thwaite and Ninion with Mary Ann Swinbank.

SLEEVE 53: One undated and unsigned copy of a photograph (probably Mary Ann Swinbank).

SLEEVE 54: Copies of four photographs from a wedding, dated 1948, and an unsigned and undated family photograph.

SLEEVE 55: Three articles of Gerald Tyler correspondence.

File 10

*Classified as 'Metcalfe family of Chapel-le-Dale'*

SLEEVE 1: A collection of correspondence regarding his book(s), *Sheep, Steam & Shows* and the *Metcalfe Family of Chapel-Le-Dale*.

SLEEVE 2: An A4 sheet including a map of the Ingleborough area and the Metcalfe crest.

SLEEVE 3: Written copies of the family trees of John Metcalfe and John Bateman.

UNSLEEVED: Typed documents including: Metcalfe entries in the Chaple-Le-Dale registers, Baptismal entries, Burial entries, Farms and Marriage entries; title page.

SLEEVE 4: A typed document regarding *The Metcalfe Clan*.


SLEEVE 6: Unsigned and undated copies of two photographs, one of the surrounding area, another of Pry House Farm.

SLEEVE 7: A photocopy of a newspaper clipping from 1942 regarding the ‘Ingleton Metcalfes’; a print-out from a tourist webpage regarding Pry House Farm; a typed copy of the will of John Metcalfe.

SLEEVE 8: An A4 sheet including two photographs of Simon Fell.

SLEEVE 9: A document regarding the people living in and running Twistleton & Ellerbeck Manor.

SLEEVE 10: A typed copy of the will of William Metcalfe, dated 1750; two photocopies of what appears to be a death certificate(s) and tenancy agreements.

SLEEVE 11: Photocopies of extracts from the register of Births and Baptisms of Ingleton between 1779 and 1812 and relating correspondence.

SLEEVE 12: Two copies of a document regarding how William Metcalfe came to Weathercote in 1721; two copies of part of an indenture regarding William Metcalfe.
SLEEVE 13: A typed copy of the will of John Metcalfe; two photocopies of documents regarding the property left upon death by John and William Metcalfe; a printed document of the Family Group Record of the Metcalfe’s held on familysearch.org.

SLEEVE 14: A typed copy of the will of Francis Metcalfe.

SLEEVE 15: A typed copy of the will of John Metcalfe, dated 1854 and related photocopied documents regarding Metcalfe family wills.

SLEEVE 16: A collection of documents regarding information on George Metcalfe and Robert Metcalfe.

SLEEVE 17: A printed document of the Family Group Record of the Moore’s held on familysearch.org and relating documents for the Moore family including a photocopy of the original document regarding the instigation of the last will of John Moore by Jane Moore.

SLEEVE 18: A photocopy of a document from the eighteenth century regarding payments made to Miles Moor; a photocopy of Miles Moor’s acceptance to the Parish Church of Sutton.

SLEEVE 19: A photocopy of a page from the Alumni Cantabrigienses showing information on Miles Moor, also two articles of Gerald Tyler correspondence.

SLEEVE 20: A typed copy of ‘In Obitum’ by Jon Batty and photocopy of the original; a typed copy of ‘Young Boys Or the Yorkshire Pedagogue turned Player’ and photocopy of the original; a further copy of both.

SLEEVE 21: A renewed copy of James Metcalfe’s will, dated 1891 and a copy of the Marriage certificate of Ellen Chapman and James Metcalfe.

SLEEVE 22: A renewed copy of John Metcalfe’s will.

SLEEVE 23: A photocopy of the Marriage certificate of Miles Metcalfe and Mary Ann Taylor, dated 1859; a photocopy of Miles Metcalfe’s will; two articles of Gerald Tyler correspondence; a copy of a photograph of Miles Metcalfe; a copy of a photograph of Bacton House; a photocopy of the inscription on the front of Miles Metcalfe’s bible and a typed transcript; a typed document titled ‘Extract From Miles Metcalfe’s Diary of 1862.’

SLEEVE 24: A smaller copy of the photograph of Bacton House held in SLEEVE 23.

SLEEVE 25: A photocopy of both the will of William Metcalfe and the Death certificate of William Metcalfe.

SLEEVE 26: A photocopy of the Society of Apothecaries Candidates’ Entry Book, dated 1885 regarding the examination of William Metcalfe; a typed copy of information on William Metcalfe from the Medical Directory, dated 1895; a copy of the will of Elizabeth Metcalfe.

SLEEVE 27: A copy of a photograph, unsigned and undated, showing an abode.

SLEEVE 28: A collection of photographs of Weathercote House.

SLEEVE 29: A copy of a photograph taken of the broach containing a lock of hair from John Metcalfe and memorial of his death; a painting with description.

SLEEVE 30: A copy of a portrait of a man, unsigned and undated; a copy of a photograph taken of Ebenezer Smith; a copy of a photograph taken of a stained-glass window; a copy of a photograph taken of the schoolhouse; a photograph of the gravestones of James and William Metcalfe.

SLEEVE 31: A copy of a photograph taken of a cup and dishes, dated between 1748-1794, belonging to William and Elizabeth Metcalfe.

SLEEVE 32: Photocopy of the will of William Metcalfe and relating correspondence.

SLEEVE 33: Photocopy of the will of Elizabeth Haythornthwaite and Marriage certificate of William Haythornthwaite and Elizabeth Metcalfe; the death certificates of John Haythornthwaite and Elizabeth Bateman; a typed document regarding ‘The Mourning Brooch.’

SLEEVE 34: An A3 photocopy of a newspaper clipping with information relating to the Haythornthwaite family.

SLEEVE 35: A typed document regarding ‘The Bateman Family’; the Marriage certificate of John Bateman and Elizabeth Haythornthwaite; the death certificate of Octavius Bateman.

SLEEVE 36: A selection of photographs relating to the Bateman family, all with description.

SLEEVE 37: As above.

SLEEVE 38: A photocopy of Oliver Bateman’s service on steamships.

SLEEVE 39: A collection of copies of photographs, all unsigned and all undated.

UNSLEEVED: Photocopy of the Deed relating to the Stone Crushing works near Ingleton, dated 1892.

SLEEVE 40: Photocopies of the wills of Ellen Metcalfe and Mary Ann Hodgson.

SLEEVE 41: A typed document regarding the ‘Descendants of Henry Counsell’ and relating articles of correspondence.
- SLEEVE 42: A collection of photographs and an article of correspondence relating the contents of the photographs (mostly members of the Metcalfe family with others).
- SLEEVE 43: A photocopy of the Marriage certificate of John Metcalfe and Bessie Jane Counsell.
- SLEEVE 44: A copy of the will of Bessie Jane Metcalfe.
- SLEEVE 45: A collection of photographs, all unsigned and undated.
- SLEEVE 46: A photocopy of information regarding the Leeds 'Pals' camp.
- SLEEVE 47: A typed copy of an article of correspondence sent by Lib Metcalfe.
- SLEEVE 48: A collection of documents regarding the death of William Miles Metcalfe in the First World War.
- SLEEVE 49: A collection of photographs, all signed and all undated; the only one with description shows George Redhead who was chauffeur at Weathercote.
- SLEEVE 50: A collection of Gerald Tyler correspondence.
- SLEEVE 51: A copy of the Death certificate of Margery Helm; a copy of the Birth certificate of Sidney Helm; a copy of the Marriage certificate of Sidney Helm and Margery Metcalfe.
- UNSLEEVED: A collection of family photographs, some have description.
- SLEEVE 52: An unsigned and undated A4 copy of a photograph.
- SLEEVE 53: An unsigned and undated copy of a photograph.
- SLEEVE 54: A typed document of information regarding the Metcalfes’ and their Diaspora.
- SLEEVE 55: A typed copy of the will of Richard Metcalfe.
- SLEEVE 56: Marriage information for Christopher Metcalfe and Catherine Leake; George Metcalfe and Elizabeth Battley; George Metcalfe and Elizabeth Lucas; John Metcalfe and Ann Balderstone; George Metcalfe and Jenny Richardson; George Metcalfe Jnr. and Mary Ann Newsome; John Metcalfe and Jane Brown; Joseph Brown Metcalfe and Anna Jane Traies Haydon; and an ‘Ancestors of John Metcalfe’ tree.
- SLEEVE 57: A collection of Gerald Tyler correspondence.
- SLEEVE 58: A collection of unsigned and undated photographs, the one with description is of Hames Gawith Metcalfe, dated 1912.
- SLEEVE 59: An unsigned and undated copy of a photograph; a collection of ‘In Memoriam’ to members of the Metcalfe family; photocopies of rent collections from 1909.
- SLEEVE 60-64: A collection of Gerald Tyler correspondence relating to research into the Metcalf family, includes photographs.

File 11

Classified as ‘Farrer Family of Ingleborough Hall, Clapham’

- UNSLEEVED: Includes: Articles of Gerald Tyler correspondence; a typed document outlining the Newby (Clapham) Manorial Records held at North Yorkshire County Record Office; an A3 copy of the Farrer family tree; a copy of A Firm of First Rate Connexion, Farrer & Co. by Christopher Jessel; print-offs from websites regarding enquiries made to various bodies by Gerald Tyler for research; typed information regarding James Anson Farrer, Oliver Farrer, two chapters on ‘The Farmers of Greystonleigh,’ ‘The Farmers of Clapham,’ Oliver and James Farrer, Robert Parker, Ann Selina Fawcett, Oliver William Farrer and James William Farrer and the Farrer Peerages; a booklet titled A Farrer Descent; a print-off from the Farrer & Co. website regarding their history; a print-off from the National Archives regarding their holdings relating to Sir William Fawcett; a typed document on the Anson family genealogy; a photocopy of a court notice given to James William Farrer and Oliver Farrer produced courtesy of the North Yorkshire County Record Office (REF: ZXF 3/5).
- SLEEVE 1: A typed document regarding the historical boundaries and shooting rights of the estate; a set of rules regarding sheep on the moor.
- SLEEVE 2: A photocopy of an article of correspondence by Reginald Farrer to his mother from boarding school; a photocopy of an extract from the Dalesman titled ‘At Home With Reginald Farrer’ includes photographs; photocopy of his obituary, newspaper unknown.
- UNSLEEVED: A typed document titled Reginald Farrer of Clapham by Amanda Hobson; a print-out from the BBC website regarding Reginald Farrer and his ‘gardening revolution’ and other related print-outs regarding this topic.
SLEEVE 3: An A3 photocopy of an extract from The Craven Herald, dated Friday, November 9, 1906 with information on Clapham.

UNSLEEVED: A photocopy of a deed relating to the Stone Crushing Works near Ingleton, produced courtesy of the North Yorkshire County Record Office (REF: ZTW III); further print-offs regarding the written work of James Anson Farrer; a photocopy of an Annuary with information regarding Reginald Farrer, yearly, dates between 1897 and 1902, produced courtesy of the North Yorkshire County Record Office (REF: ZTW 'X').

File 12

Classified as ‘Chapel-le-Dale local history: copies of census enumeration books, 1841-1901; Chapel-le-Dale parish registers (baptisms, 1813-97; marriages 1814-37 and banns 1823-1957; burials, 1813-1975)

- SLEEVE 1: Initial correspondence between Gerald Tyler and North Yorkshire County Library regarding census returns for Chapel-le-Dale, includes invoice.
- SLEEVE 2: A photocopy of the 1841 census for Chapel-le-Dale (a handwritten transcript, doesn’t appear to be a photocopy of the original).
- SLEEVE 3: A copy of a transcript of the 1851 census for Chapel-le-Dale.
- SLEEVE 4: A copy of a transcript of the 1861 census for Chapel-le-Dale.
- SLEEVE 5: A copy of a transcript of the 1871 census for Chapel-le-Dale; also included is a copy of a database created from the 1871 census regarding the ‘Railway People Property’; copy of the original census also included.
- SLEEVE 6: A collection of printouts from the Ancestry website of the 1871 census for Chapel-le-Dale.
- SLEEVE 7: A photocopy of the 1881 census for Chapel-le-Dale.
- SLEEVE 8: A photocopy of the 1891 census for Chapel-le-Dale.
- SLEEVE 9: A photocopy (possibly only a part of) the original 1901 census for Chapel-le-Dale.
- SLEEVE 10: A document regarding the graveyard of St. Leonard’s at Chapel-le-Dale, including full information regarding grave numbers and who they belong to and transcripts of monumental inscriptions.
- UNSLEEVED: (in order) a typed document regarding archives of St. Leonard’s held at the North Yorkshire Record Office; a photocopy of a transcript of the Ingleton Parish Register relating Baptisms 1775-1813, Burials 1776-1812 and Marriages 1754-1812, also includes information on the Clergy Officiating at Marriages in Ingleton and at Ingleton Fells, 1754-1812; a collection of documents headed by the title sheet: Chapel-Le-Dale Baptisms 1813-1897 including photocopies of the originals courtesy of the North Yorkshire Record Office (REF: PR/CHP 1/2); a photocopy of the original Register of Marriages for Chapel-le-Dale, 1814-1837 including title sheet, courtesy of North Yorkshire Record Office (REF: PR/CHP 1/4); a photocopy of the original Register of Marriage Banns for Chapel-le-Dale, 1823-1957 including title sheet, courtesy of North Yorkshire Record Office (REF: PR/CHP 1/6); a photocopy of the original Register of Burials for Chapel-le-Dale, 1813-1975 including title sheet, courtesy of North Yorkshire Record Office (REF: PR/CHP 1/5); a further short document relating the burials in Chapel-le-Dale, 1958-1978.

File 13

Classified as ‘Chapel-le-Dale local history: miscellaneous notes’

- SLEEVE 1: An article of correspondence from Stonyhurst College to Gerald Tyler regarding the Manor of Twistleton and Ellerbeck in the Accounts Book of Sir Richard Shireburn, 1571-1575, a photocopy of the document(s) is enclosed.
- SLEEVE 2: A photocopy of the transcripts of Ingleton Court Rolls, 1749-1835 (possibly incomplete); a copy of an original court roll from 1771 regarding an allegation by a George Smith to a Richard
Balderiston, copy courtesy of Yorkshire Archaeological Society (REF: MD 335/Box 27); a photocopy of a deed for a Thomas Burnley, 1855, courtesy of Yorkshire Archaeological Society (REF: DD 176); copyright declaration of Gerald Tyler included.

- SLEEVE 3: A typed document regarding the ‘Dale History Plan,’ basically a point-by-point action plan.
- SLEEVE 4: An article of correspondence from English Heritage to the council regarding a revision in the proposed construction area for a monument, description and maps provided.
- SLEEVE 5: Further maps for the scheduled monument.
- SLEEVE 6: A copy of a winter programme for 1999/2000 of what appears to be the Ingleborough Archaeological Society; a typed document titled *The Call of Ingleborough*, mainly historical details; a further amended article of correspondence from English Heritage regarding the revision of the monument’s proposed area; a copy of Vol. 2. Issue 1 (April 2000) of the Ingleborough Archaeology and Local History Magazine.
- SLEEVE 7: A copy of two paintings of Shepherd’s Cottage, Chapel-le-Dale and ‘the Hill,’ Ingleborough; an A4 copy of a photograph of ‘the Hill.’
- SLEEVE 8: Two miscellaneous documents, including chapter details for Griff Hollingshead’s memoirs and population numbers for Bentham’s township.
- SLEEVE 9: Climate change information, includes historical information, influences of weather on yield, pollen evidence and a graph.
- SLEEVE 10: Written documents, including drawing, all relating to the stone circles in the area.
- SLEEVE 11: A black-and-white photocopy of a drawing of the ruined tower of Ingleborough, dated Aug. 21" 1839.
- SLEEVE 12: A photocopy of a map of the Yorkshire Dales National Park detailing the Scheduled Ancient Monuments and areas of scientific interest; two black-and-white photocopies of aerial photographs taken of Ether Beck and Colt Park; an untitled A3 aerial photograph.
- SLEEVE 16: Photocopies from the Current Archaeology journal.
- SLEEVE 17: Extracts of unknown transcripts of census’s 1938-64.
- SLEEVE 18: A description of a photograph of Mercy Lambert (that is enclosed) that can be found in: File 9, Sleeve 37.
- SLEEVE 19: A photocopy of the Particulars and Conditions of Sale of the Freehold Estate ‘Southerscales’ in Ingleton, dated 1877.
- SLEEVE 21: A collection of correspondence between Griff Hollingshead and a Mrs. Mason and an unknown document relating information on the Craven Northwest Yorkshire Highlands.
- SLEEVE 22: Two copies of an A4 sheet containing unsigned and undated photographs (possibly Southerscales?)
- SLEEVE 25: Photocopies of two extracts from newspapers, regarding the Ingleton area; two copies of photographs, one showing Chapel-le-Dale, the other showing the mayor.
- SLEEVE 26: Copies of Gerald Tyler correspondence and a document titled *The Hill and Its Landlords*.
- SLEEVE 27: A typed document relating information on a George Staveley.
- SLEEVE 29: A miscellaneous selection of written documents.
- SLEEVE 30: A typed document titled *Notes of Conversations with Geoffrey Pickles of Far Gearstones Farm* (14/12/00).
- SLEEVE 31: A typed document relating information on Jum and Janie Handley of Gunnerfleet, conversation 27/02/01.
- SLEEVE 32: A copy of a photograph of children, unsigned and undated.
- SLEEVE 33: A typed document titled, *Dale Notes – Conversation with Mr Royston of Ivy Cottage Ingleton 41725.*
UNSLEEVED: A typed document titled, *Notes on Conversations with Mrs Bessy Mason of Lodge Hall* (13/12/00).

SLEEVE 34: A typed document, titled *Notes on Conversation with Coates & Margaret Bargh*, dated 08/02/01.

SLEEVE 35: A copy of an A3 map of the area surrounding Gearstones Moor, the map relates to an unenclosed plan.

SLEEVE 36: A newspaper clipping and two copies of an unsigned and undated photograph.

SLEEVE 37: A collection of printouts from the Gearstones Lodge webpage and a typed document relating details on Gearstones,

SLEEVE 38: Two copies of an unsigned and undated photograph (Gearstones).

SLEEVE 39: An invoice/article of correspondence sent to Gerald regarding his book *A School Bell Rings In The Dale* also included is drawing titled *Kitchen of the Hill Inn* by Kenneth Dalgliesh.

SLEEVE 40: A copy of a variety of newspaper clippings relating to Chapel-le-Dale.

SLEEVE 41: A black-and-white photocopy of a photograph titled ‘The Glider that landed by the Hill Inn.’

SLEEVE 42: An A4 copy of a photograph titled ‘Newby Head.’

SLEEVE 43: An original copy of a document from the War Agricultural Committee listing the farmers in the Ingleton area.


UNSLEEVED: A typed document titled *Notes From The Records of Richard Turner & Son*, dated 15/12/00.

SLEEVE 45: A photocopy of the Conditions of Auctions by Richard Turner & Son in the early 1960s, includes information on the livestock for sale.

SLEEVE 46: As above, 1964-68.

SLEEVE 47: As above, 1922.


SLEEVE 49: A copy of the Frank Marshall auctioneer’s calendar.

File 14

Classified as ‘Chapel-le-Dale local history: drafts and notes for ‘History of Chapel-le-Dale’

- SLEEVE 1: A collection of documents all relating to Chapter 1: One of the Wonders of Yorkshire. Includes photograph(s) and a map of Scales Moor.
- UNSLEEVED: Notes for chapters 1-8 and correspondence.
- SLEEVE 2: A collection of Gerald Tyler correspondence regarding the Kilburn family and St. Leonard’s.
- SLEEVE 3: Two articles of Gerald Tyler correspondence regarding the history and Archives of Chapel-le-Dale and a booklet and leaflet relating the Lancaster University Summer History Programme 2002 and information on Diploma/Ma studies.
- UNSLEEVED: (in order) correspondence regarding the Manor of Newby near Ingleton, the Ingleborough Estate/Archives, John Bentley’s *Tudor Ingleton*, the Manors of Ingleton, the Farrer family, Ingleton Records, Robert White’s *The Yorkshire Dales: Landscapes Through Time*; map outlining the whereabouts of Kendal Record Office; same, North Yorkshire Record Office; library opening times and guide for Ingleton Library and Lancaster University; a typed list of Chapel-le-Dale wills held at Lancashire Record Office; a typed document relating information on Twistleton & Ellerbeck Manor; notes on Brenda Capstick Dissertation; a typed document relating information on Tudor Chapel-le-Dale; photocopy of the introduction of Early Tudor Craven; photocopy from chapter 1 (titled: *The earlier period, 1660-1750s*) from Brenda Capstick’s dissertation; a copy of A History of the Church in Clapham by P. J. Winstone; a copy of census details from 1841/51; a typed document relating information on Alicia de Staveley and the Manor of Twistleton; a typed copy of the Hearth Tax Returns, Ingleton Fell, 1672; copy of a database date/place of birth, recorded farm and remarks; A4 copy of an Ingleton map; a document titled *Who Lived Where and When*; documents relating information on Newby Head & High Gale, Winshaw, Gearstones, Winterscales, Gunnerfleet, Ivescar, Scar Top, Brunsscar, Broadrake, Philipin, Low Hill, Southerscales, Vicarage – Nether Glen, Weathercote, Gill Head, Low Scales, Spring Cote, Twistleton Dale House, Middle Scales, High Scales,
Dale House, Beezely Farm, Manor House Farm, Twistleton Hall and Chapel Houses; a copy of the chapter ‘Lord’s Rights in the Twistleton Manor’ in the book Ingleton – Bygone and Present.

- SLEEVE 4: Photocopy and transcript of Newby Manor Bounds (1720s?) produced courtesy of North Yorkshire County Record Office (REF: ZXF 3/5); two A4 copies of maps showing Blea Moor, Black Rake and Wold Fell Bents.

- SLEEVE 5: A photocopy of the will of Jeffrey Tennant, dated 1715; another photocopy of a will, dated 1718, signature illegible (possibly Bartholomew Tennant); transcript of the will of Bartholomew Tennant; copy of the goods chattels of Bartholomew Tennant.

- SLEEVE 6: Grave information for Jeffrey Tennant; photocopy of the Admissions to the College of Sir John The Evangelist in the University of Cambridge, Part II July 1715-November 1767.

- UNSLEEVED: Copy of a database relating the ownership of farms in the Ingleton area in the nineteenth century; photocopy from the book Ingleton – Bygone and Present showing a table of the Lords in residence at the Twistleton Manor, 1772-1872 and the tenants of the Manor.

- SLEEVE 7: Another document relating information on the Twistleton Manor; photocopy of the Beating of the Bounds, 1805; map showing the Ingleton Manor.


- SLEEVE 8: Written document regarding the tenants of Twistleton Manor.


- SLEEVE 10: Typed transcripts of documents from the thirteenth and fourteenth century relating to the Ingleton area.

- SLEEVE 11: Photocopies of extracts from the Furness Coucher (1916?).

- SLEEVE 12: As above.

- UNSLEEVED: Printout regarding information on the water supply and geology of the Chapel-le-Dale area, includes maps and graphs.

File 15

Classified as ‘Chapel-le-Dale local history: images, notes, photocopies’

- SLEEVE 1: Two photocopies of unsigned and undated paintings of St. Leonard’s church.

- UNSLEEVED: A photocopy of an extract from ...And Far Away by Garry Hogg.

- SLEEVE 2: Photocopy of extracts from Lancashire Fells and Yorkshire Dales by P. Hinckles Bird.


- SLEEVE 4: Photocopy of The Attractive Charm of Chapel-le-Dale by Frederic Riley.

- SLEEVE 5: Photocopy of extracts from The Daleman February 1966.

- SLEEVE 6: Tourist booklet for the Yorkshire Dales.

- SLEEVE 7: A collection of correspondences and invoices regarding the receipt of certain books.

- SLEEVE 8: As above.

- UNSLEEVED: Copy of a document titled The North Under Rome; photocopies of extracts from The Pennine Identity.

- SLEEVE 9: Printout from the Yorkshire Archaeological Society website homepage.

- SLEEVE 10: A typed document relating background information on Gearstones, includes photograph.

- SLEEVE 11: Black and white A4 copy of a map showing the Ingleton area.

- UNSLEEVED: A photocopy of Farm Conservation Scheme – Archaeological Survey(s). It regards the Ingleton area and includes reports and maps. Included are copies of 1996 and appendix, 2001.

- SLEEVE 12: A4 copy of a field plan and three copies of photographs, two unsigned and undated, one of Weathercote House, Chapel-le-Dale, undated.

- SLEEVE 13: A collection of photographs, some original copies, mainly of Gearstones Inn but also included are separate photographs of the Station Inn and the Old Hill Inn in the Ribblehead area.

- SLEEVE 14: An A4 black and white copy a photograph titled ‘Mr. Long at the original entrance to White Scar Caverns at Ingleton’ undated.

- SLEEVE 15: Two black and white copies of photographs titled individually as ‘Near Norber, blocks of Silurian grit...’ and ‘In Dent Town, the cobbled street...’; two A4 copies of photographs, unsigned and
undated, and one A4 copy of a photograph titled ‘Ingleborough – the summit pyramid from Lead Mine Moss limestone pavements.

- SLEEVE 16: Black and white copy of a map showing the Ingleborough area.
- SLEEVE 17: A collection of A4 copies of photographs relating to the foot-and-mouth epidemic in the Ingleborough area.
- SLEEVE 18: A photocopy of an inventory of goods and chattels belonging to Jeffrey Tennant of Chapel House, 1715.
- SLEEVE 19: A collection of World War II paraphernalia, all original, including: a National Registration Identity Card belonging to a Doris Reed of 15 Campbell Street, Queensbury, Bradford; a leaflet circulated by the Home Office Air Raid Precautions Department, 1939, relating Anti-Gas Protection of babies and young children; Civil Defence Public Information leaflet No. 2 and No. 3, 1939, relating information on how to operate Gas Masks and ‘Masking Your Windows’ and evacuation; and a Ministry of Information leaflet titled ‘Beating the Invader.’
- SLEEVE 20: Two photographs, both unsigned and undated.
- SLEEVE 21: Three photographs, unsigned and undated.
- SLEEVE 22: A4 copies of photographs, those titled include: Romano-British and medieval remains N.W. of Horton-in-Ribblesdale, Roman Road above Bainbridge, Wensleydale, Aerial photograph of Furness Abbey; also included is a document titled Place Names.
- SLEEVE 24: A3 copy and transcript of the will and inventory of a Leonard Batty, Ingleton, 1583; two articles of correspondence between Gerald Tyler and John Batty; an A4 copy of the will of Peter Procter 1587, also enclosed is a short bullet-point run down of details enclosed; an A4 copy of the will and inventory of John Proctor, 1585; an A4 copy of the will and inventory of William Hird 1593, also included is a short bullet-point run down of details enclosed.
- SLEEVE 26: An A4 copy of the drawing ‘tower on the summit of Ingleborough’ Aug. 21st 1839.
- SLEEVE 27: A copy of a newspaper clipping of the Petty Sessions, Ingleton from the Lancaster Guardian, Saturday, September 7, 1878.
- SLEEVE 28-30: A collection of newspaper clippings relating information on farming and the coronation celebrations in Ingleton, 1937.
- SLEEVE 31: Two copies of a photograph depicting Mr. John Meneahehott, former landlord of the Station Inn, Ribblehead.

File 16

**Classified as ‘Mission to Settle-Carlisle Railway workers: Photocopy of journal of William Fletcher, missionary to the railway, 1870-5’**

- UNSLEEVED: Transcript and photocopy of the original.

File 17

**Ribblehead Sheep Show and papers r.e. Foot & Mouth disease, 2001**

- UNSLEEVED: A written document detailing the events for the Ribblehead Sheep Show BBQ & Sports; typed minutes for the AGM of the Ribblehead Sheep Show, held October 25, 2004; a copy of the Ribblehead Sheep Show Receipts and Payments Accounts for the year ending October 30, 2004; an article of correspondence and attached agenda for the AGM of 2004; minutes of the Ribblehead Sheep Show meeting held on August 9 at the Station Inn; income and expenditure for the Ribblehead Sheep Show Summer BBQ, 2004; an article of correspondence between Gerald Tyler and P. J. D. Marshall OBE.
- SLEEVE 1: Flyer for the Ribblehead Sheep Show BBQ and Dales Sports, 2004; Minutes of the open meeting of the Ribblehead Sheep Show committee held on March 15, 2004 at the Station Inn; Notes

- UNSLEEVED: Two articles of correspondence; hire rates for the Evans Marquee Hire.
- SLEEVE 2: Flyer for the Ribblehead Sheep Show and Summer Sports & BBQ, 2003; copies of tickets for the event, an article of correspondence and notes on the meeting for the event.
- SLEEVE 3: Minutes for the Ribblehead Sheep Show meeting of Monday, January 19, 2004; AGM minutes of the Ribblehead Sheep Show held at the Station Inn, January 20, 2003; receipts and payments account for the Ribblehead Sheep Show for the year ended November 30, 2002; AGM meeting of the Ribblehead Sheep Show minutes of the meeting held in January 2002; minutes for the meetings of March 11, 2001 and October 28, 2002; a variety of clipping and flyers relating to the Ribblehead Sheep Show.
- SLEEVE 4: A collection of correspondence sent to Gerald Tyler and his book *Steam, Ships and Shows* and receipts and payments account for the Ribblehead Sheep Show for the year ended November 2001.
- SLEEVE 5: A collection of correspondence, some regarding Gerald Tyler’s book *Steam, Ships and Shows* and information regarding the cancellation of the 2001 show due to foot-and-mouth.
- SLEEVE 6: Articles of correspondence from 2001/2002 regarding the Ribblehead Sheep Show and lottery funding.
- SLEEVE 7: A photocopy of the application form put in for a lottery grant.
- SLEEVE 8: Minutes of the Ribblehead Sheep Show committee held on February 5, 2001 and minutes of the meeting held on Monday 19, February 2001 at the Station Inn, Ribblehead.
- SLEEVE 9: A collection of correspondence regarding Gerald Tyler’s book *Steam, Ships and Shows* and the Ribblehead Sheep Show.
- SLEEVE 10: Articles of correspondence and application form for lottery funding, also articles of correspondence relating to projects in the Ingleton area.
- SLEEVE 11: A collection of miscellaneous documents relating to the Ribblehead Sheep Show.
- SLEEVE 12: Yorkshire Dales Joint Promotions Initiative Events Listing; flyer for the Ribblehead Sheep Show, 2000 and for the Christmas Draw and Domino Drive; article of correspondence; a collection of documents for the Ribblehead Sheep Show, 2000 including AGM minutes and receipts and payments; booklet for the Ribblehead Sheep Show, 1999.
- SLEEVE 13: Newspaper clipping from *The Telegraph & Argus*, Saturday, September 2, 2000 and a copy of a photograph depicting the sheep show and the Ribblehead viaduct.
- SLEEVE 15: As above except photographs and information different.
- SLEEVE 16: Copies of a notice from the Foot & Mouth crisis.
- SLEEVE 17-18: Newspaper clippings from this period of crisis.
- SLEEVE 19: A clipping from *Yorkshire Life*.
- SLEEVE 21: An article of correspondence and a document relating confirmed cases of foot-and-mouth in North Yorkshire.
- SLEEVE 22: Newspaper clipping from the *Craven Herald*.
- SLEEVE 24: Another document on confirmed cases.
- SLEEVE 25: As above.
- SLEEVE 26: Newspaper clipping from the *Craven Herald*.
- SLEEVE 27: Conservative brochure.
- SLEEVE 28: Newspaper clipping from the *Craven Herald*.
- SLEEVE 30: Newspaper clippings and news release relating the foot-and-mouth crisis.
- SLEEVE 31-33: Documents on foot-and-mouth statistics in North Yorkshire and the UK as a whole.
- SLEEVE 34-35: Newspaper clippings from the crisis.

File 18

*Classified as ‘Ingleton – cuttings, notes’*
- UNSLEEVED: Article of correspondence between Gerald Tyler and Mrs. E. C. Wilkinson.
- SLEEVE 1: Newspaper clipping from the Craven Herald regarding the unveiling of the coal mining monument at Ingleton.
- SLEEVE 2: Ingleton Play Area Children’s Fun Book.
- SLEEVE 3: Leaflet on the Church of St. Oswald, Thornton-In-Lonsdale.
- SLEEVE 4: Two copies of Welcome to St. Mary’s Church, Ingleton and a selection of copies of photographs from within St. Mary’s.
- UNSLEEVED: Another copy of Welcome to St. Mary’s Church, Ingleton and an article of correspondence between Gerald Tyler and Mary Kendall.
- SLEEVE 5: Booklet from a Family Service with Baptism at St. Mary’s Church, Ingleton and a leaflet on Joining Hands for Children In Need at the Ingleton Waterfalls.
- SLEEVE 6: Article of correspondence on the St. Mary’s church guide and an enclosed copy.
- UNSLEEVED: A collection of document relating to St. Mary’s Church including maps, plans and details on furnishings and records.
- SLEEVE 7: An article of correspondence relating to the St. Mary’s Church guide; a booklet titled A Brief History of St. Mary’s Church, Ingleton; North Yorkshire Church Tourism Initiative application for Project Funding.
- UNSLEEVED: Article of correspondence on the St. Mary’s Church Guide; booklet titled Ingleton History Trail.
- SLEEVE 8: A short document titled Ingleton Notes; unsigned and undated A4 copy of a photograph, possibly of the old station.
- SLEEVE 9: Copy of the Arthur Conan Doyle Society membership information and an article of correspondence from The Arthur Conan Doyle Society regarding Conan Doyle’s marriage to his first wife at St. Oswald’s Parish Church, Thornton-in-Lonsdale; copy of a newspaper clipping from the Craven Herald regarding the Masongill House near Ingelton and relating written documents.
- UNSLEEVED: Photocopies from newspapers regarding the Ingleton area, dates given.
- SLEEVE 10: A collection of document relating information regarding the personnel from Ingleton who served in the First World War.
- SLEEVE 12: Copies of maps relating the area surrounding St. Mary’s Church.
- SLEEVE 13: Two newspaper clippings.
- SLEEVE 14: Copy of the Meal Bank Quarry and Hoffman Kiln, Ingleton, North Yorkshire – Archaeological survey by Lancaster University.
- SLEEVE 15: Copy of the front cover of the Exhibition Catalogue for the Ingleton Industrial Co-Operative Society Limited.
- UNSLEEVED: Copy of the Ingleton News booklet, issue 35, Dec/Jan 02/03.
- SLEEVE 17-18: Copies of newspaper clippings.

File 19

Classified as ‘Enterprising Ingleton’ (Ingleton Parish Regeneration Committee, 2001-)

- UNSLEEVED: An 11 page document headed Why Re-Invent the Wheel when others have done it before? agenda for the Ingleton Parish Regeneration Association Committee meeting Tuesday 11th December 2001; minutes for the meeting held on Thursday 1st November 2001; Report to the Committee on progress 23 July to 11 December 2001.
- SLEEVE 1: Chapters from a document (unknown); document regarding enterprises in the local area written by Mary Kendall, Chair of the Ingleton Rural Community Association; document titled Ingleton: A Village That Rediscovered Itself.
- SLEEVE 3-4: Photographs and newspaper clippings from the Guy Fawkes weekend.
SLEEVE 5-8: Flyers and newspaper cuttings for A Laser Light Spectacular – An Open Air Folk Music Extravaganza.

SLEEVE 9: Newspaper clipping relating funding for the Ingleborough Parish Regeneration Association for new signs.

UNSLEEVED: A document regarding the planning for the Ingleborough Festival of Fire & Light.

SLEEVE 10-14: Photographs and information on A Laser Light Spectacular – An Open Air Folk Music Extravaganza.

SLEEVE 15: Photographs from the Flower Festival at Ingleton.

SLEEVE 16-20: Photographs and newspaper clippings from the Fire & Light Festival.


SLEEVE 24: Chapter 8, titled ‘The Road Signs Project,’ unknown book.

SLEEVE 25-26: Photographs of Ingleton, unsigned and undated.

UNSLEEVED: Notice of the Annual General Meeting of The Ingleton Parish Regeneration Association, includes information on village projects and events.

SLEEVE 27: Flyer for the Ingleton Folk Weekend.

UNSLEEVED: Copy of an Ingleton tourist brochure; a copy of Enterprising Ingleton: An Account Of Its Regeneration Post Foot & Mouth (with Statistical Appendices) – A Submission To The Enterprising Britain Competition (Produced by Ingleton Parish Regeneration Association); two A4 (one a duplicate) photocopies of newspaper clippings from the Lancaster Guardian, October 29, 2004 and the Craven Herald, October 29, 2004, both regarding the Enterprise competition; a copy of the Ingleborough Community Investment Prospectus Review (March 2004).

File 20

**Classified as ‘History of Chapel-Le-Dale, North Yorkshire’**

UNSLEEVED (ALL):
- Two unsigned and undated A4 copies of a photograph of the Ingleborough bonfire;
- Photocopy of a postcard (not the picture side) captioned ‘Beacon on Ingleborough’;
- A letter, dated 1935, from an R. Hainsworth regarding the Silver Jubilee Bonfire - Ingleborough;
- Copy of a typewritten letter by Reg. Hainsworth, dated March 1937, regarding the beacon for that year;
- Photocopy of an article from the Craven Herald, Friday, April 19, 1935, titled ‘Ingleborough’s Beacon – Fuel Dumps On Way To Summit’;

**FURTHER ARTICLES (NOT MENTIONED IF THEY ARE DUPLICATES) NEED PROPERLY ORDERING & ARCHIVING. ALL REGARD THE BEACONS/BONFIRES BUILT ON TOP OF INGLEBOROUGH. IN THEIR PRESENT CHRONOLOGICAL ORDER:**

- The Yorkshire Evening Post, Thursday, April 25, 1935 ‘Ingleborough’s Beacon’/’High-Powered Tractor Brought Into Use’;
- The Craven Herald, Friday, April 26, 1935 ‘Preparations For A Big Blaze – Tractor Hauls Combustibles Up Ingleborough’;
- The Leeds Mercury, Friday, April 26, 1935 ‘Jubilee Scene on Ingleborough’s Summit – Task Of Preparing Yorkshire’s Highest Beacon’;
- The Yorkshire Evening Post, Friday, April 26, 1935 ‘An 8-Ton Beacon For Ingleborough’;
- Sunday Despatch, April 28, 1935 ‘Mountain Top Beacon’;
- The Daily Express, April 29, ‘Ramblers’ Climb With Beacon’;
- The Daily Mail, April 29, 1935 ‘Ramblers’ Beacon – Four Tons Of Material Taken Up 2,373ft’;
- Our Leeds Ph[...], Sunday, April 29, 1935 ‘Ramblers Build Beacon’;
- The Craven Herald, May 10, 1935 ‘Ingleborough’s Message – A Beacon Signal To The North – Scenes On Summit’;
- The Craven Herald, May 3, 1935 ‘Night Scenes From Ingleborough’;
- The Leeds Mercury, May 3, 1935 ‘Craven To Be A Land Of Bonfires’;
- The Yorkshire Evening Post, Friday, May 3, 1935 ‘Yorkshire’s Jubilee Beacon Display’;
The Yorkshire Evening Post, May 6, 1935 ‘Yorkshire Off To Beacon-Land’;
The Craven Herald, Friday, May 21, 1936 ‘Ingleborough Beacon – 76 Foot Flames – Medals For Torch Bearers’;
The Yorkshire Evening Post, Tuesday, May 7 ‘Yorkshire Beacon Scenes,’ ‘Night Climbing On Ingleborough’;
The Craven Herald, May 10, 1935 ‘Craven’s Memorable Jubilee Day’;
The Yorkshire Evening Post, Friday May 3, 1935, sketch showing where jubilee beacons were to be lighted.
The Telegraph And Argus, Tuesday, May 7, 1935 ‘Ingleborough Link In Glowing Chain’;
The Yorkshire Observer, May 7, 1935 ‘Scene On Summit Of Ingleborough – Distant Visibility Spotting’;
Sunday Despatch, April 29, 1935 ‘Mountain Top Beacon’;
The Yorkshire Post, Tuesday, May 7, 1935 ‘Yorkshire Beacon Scenes – Crowd Cheers On Ingleborough’;
The Yorkshire Evening News, Friday, May 12, 1937 ‘Torch Race Up Mountain – To Light Yorkshire’s Coronation Beacon’;
The Craven Herald, Friday, March 5, 1937 ‘Ingleborough Beacon Plans – Organisers Appeal – Combustible Material Wanted’;
The Telegraph And Argus, Saturday, April 10, 1937 ‘Beacon On Top Of Ingleborough – Relay Race Of Teams Of Torch-Bearers’;
The Yorkshire Evening Post, Friday, April 9, 1937 ‘Preparations For Coronation Day – Building Beacon On Ingleborough’;
The Daily Mail, Monday, April 12, 1937 ‘Coronation Flames Of Loyalty – Fell Runners To Light Hill-Top Beacon’;
The Times, Wednesday, April 14, 1937 picture ‘For A Coronation Beacon’;
The Leeds Mercury, Wednesday, April 14, 1937 picture ‘Fuel For Yorkshire Coronation Beacon’;
The Telegraph And Argus, Thursday, April 22, 1937 ‘Will You Ramblers Give A Hand With The Ingleborough Beacon?’;
The Craven Herald, Friday, April 30, 1937 ‘Tractor Climbs Ingleborough’;
The Lancaster Observer, Friday, May 7, 1937;
The York Observer, Wednesday, May 5, 1937 ‘Building Of The Great Beacon On Ingleborough’;
From a special evening correspondence (paper not named) ‘Ingleborough’s Beacon Guard – Day And Night Watch’;
The Craven Herald, Friday, May 7, 1937 ‘The Last Lap On Ingleborough’;
The Guardian, Friday, May 7, 1937 ‘No Beacon For Ingleborough! – Unless More Help Is Forthcoming’;
The Leeds Mercury, Friday, May 7, 1937 ‘Beacon Workers Wanted’;
The Yorkshire Post, Wednesday, April 14, 1937, picture ‘Hauling For Ingleborough Cor[onation]…’;
The Leeds Mercury, Monday, May 10, 1937 ‘The Beacon Will Be Ready – “Mercury” Readers To The Rescue’;
The Daily Herald, May 10, 1937 picture and clipping;
The Daily Mirror, Monday, May 10, 1937 ‘A Little Goes A Long Way’ picture and clipping;
The Yorkshire Evening Post, Monday, May 10, 1937 ‘Beacon Built On Ingleborough’;
The Sunday Express, 1937 clipping;
The Sunday Express, newspaper clipping ‘Band Is Free’;
Picture from a newspaper (unknown) ‘A Jubilee Beacon 2,373ft Up’;
The Leeds Mercury, Monday, May 17, 1937 ‘Ingleborough Beacon Medals For Torch Bearers’;
The Yorkshire Post, Monday, May 17 1937 ‘End Of Coronation Festivities In The North’;
The Telegraph And Argus, May 6, 1937 ‘West Riding’s Chain Of Beacons’;
North Leeds News, Friday, May 21, 1937 ‘All Night On Ingleborough Beacon’;
A few copies of clippings regarding the caves found on Ingleborough;
• A selection of photograph copies showing the beacon, the guarding of the beacon, the local population hauling combustibles to the top, a picture with caption showing the dislodging of the bogged-down motor car, the summit, a picture with clipping titled 'just tyred out!', a few modern images of tractors going up to the summit in 1977 for the Queen’s silver jubilee, a selection of captioned photographs from the beacons of 1911, 35, 37.

File 21

Classified as ‘History of Chapel Le Dale, North Yorkshire’

• SLEEVE 1: A copy of the poem ‘Bradshaw’s Guide’ by Fred Albert & Henry S. Leigh, dated 1876; copy of an image titled ‘South St. Mission, Openshaw’ with Gerald Tyler correspondence.
• SLEEVE 2: Copies of photographs printed onto A4 including one of Rachel Sharp, Clem Bibby and a wedding at St. Leonard’s.
• UNSLEEVED: A document titled Ribblehead Staff And Where They Lived, dated April 1881.
• SLEEVE 3: A document titled The Inns And Landlords Of Chapel-le-Dale Past And Present by Gerald Tyler.
• SLEEVE 4: Photographs of the Thames-Clyde Express train crash at Blea Moor, April 18, 1952.
• SLEEVE 5: Newspaper articles and photographs of said incident.
• SLEEVE 6: Further incident(s) pictures and newspaper clippings.
• UNSLEEVED: Photocopy of a booklet titled White Scar Cave – Under Ingleborough, Yorkshire.
• SLEEVE 7: A collection from a document titled Recollections Of Thomas Archibald Murray; a copy of a letter to an unknown on their birthday.
• Sleave 8: A copy of a history of Storrs Hall, Lake Windermere.
• SLEEVE 9: A copy of Gerald Tyler correspondence to North Yorkshire Archives and a further temporary withdrawal form from said branch; document titled Yorkshire Dales National Park Authority Site and Monuments Record User Guidelines; brochures for The Craven Museum, Skipton, and West Yorkshire Archive Service, Leeds.
• UNSLEEVED: Article of Gerald Tyler correspondence from Peter Metcalfe regarding the ‘Weathercote Metcalfes’.
• SLEEVE 10: Copies of ordnance survey/relief maps of the Ingleborough area.
• UNSLEEVED: A document titled Gaping Gill – 150 Years Of Exploration by Howard M. Beck; a photocopy of John Heywood’s illustrated guide to Ingleton district; photocopy of An Illustrated Guide To The Curiosities Of Craven... by William Howson; a photocopy of an unknown book titled A Tour To The Caves; a copy of A History Of The Church In Clapham by P. J. Winstone.
• SLEEVE 11: A collection of documents from a single publication titled Pennine Identity.

Ingleton Tithe Award

• ALL UNSLEEVED: The apportionment of rent charges in land tithe, dated July 30, 1839 (green folder); includes notes made by Gerald Tyler; land plot maps, *Gerald Tyler has done a lot of the research contained within.

Ribblehead Railway History

• SLEEVE 1: Unsigned and undated copy of a photograph which appears to be the old Ingleton Railway Station.
• SLEEVE 2: Settle-Carlisle railway map routes.
• SLEEVE 3: Article of Gerald Tyler correspondence on research into social conditions during the construction of the Settle-Carlisle railway; documents relating to the memoirs of Mr. John Sydney Crossley.
• SLEEVE 4: A stapled collection of documents including the portrait of a Mr. James Allport; 1871 census record printed from Ancestry website regarding Mr. Allport; a biography of Mr. Allport printed from steamindex.com; and his wikipedia entry.
• SLEEVE 5: CD-Rom regarding William Stanley Sharland; portrait of the man; biography from adbonline.anu.edu.au; query regarding Mr. Sharland to the State Library of Australia and response;
copy from a database titled *Pioneer Births*; Australian census, 1848, for Sharland; article of Gerald Tyler correspondence.


- SLEEVE 7: Article of correspondence from the parliamentary archives; handwritten notes; A3 copy of parliamentary minutes regarding the Settle-Carlisle Abandonment Bill of 1869.

- SLEEVE 8: Copy of the 1861, 1881, 1891, 1901 census for John Ashwell and a document relating to, including handwritten notes.

- SLEEVE 9: Public record office photocopies of documents relating to the payment of contractors on the railway.

- SLEEVE 10: Original copy of a land purchase agreement relating to the Settle-Carlisle railway, dated 1870 and handwritten notes; original of application for privilege ticket orders for Ribblehead Station, handwritten note included.

- SLEEVE 11: A collection of documents including a copy of a memorandum of terms, dated March 14, 1866 (London); a collection of handwritten notes; a document printed from the internet, titled *Settle Mechanics’ Institute 1831-1887*; a document titled *Walter Morrison – Military Man* from kirkbymalham.info, and a document titled *Bank Of Liverpool Extracts* from oneguyfrombarlick.co.uk

- SLEEVE 12: Handwritten notes regarding a Thomas Stackhouse and a document regarding Stainforth Youth Hostel—a gentleman’s home.

- SLEEVE 13: A copy from Hansard relating to the Lancaster Borough Election, dated April 1866; handwritten notes; a copy from ancestry.co.uk of a census record.

- SLEEVE 14: Various internet print-offs relating to the Eden Valley Railway, Simonstone Hall, Edenhall, Stobars Hall, Lunds and Dandry Mire Viaduct; miscellaneous papers.

- SLEEVE 15-6: Documents relating to Westmorland landowners.

- SLEEVE 17: Photocopy of payment agreement, dated 1871.

- SLEEVE 18: A collection of documents relating to a Charles Henry Jones.

- SLEEVE 19: Photocopy of the twenty-first annual report of the Bradford town Mission for the year ending February 28, 1871; Copy of a booklet titled *Instructions To Missionaries* copies courtesy and with permission of West Yorkshire Archive Service: Bradford (REF: 32D80/1); handwritten notes and docs relating to the Mission.

- SLEEVE 20: Copy of the catalogue from West Yorkshire Archive Service regarding the Bradford Mission; collection of correspondence; copy of a painted postcard and a thumbnail photo of Titus Salt.

- SLEEVE 21: Manchester Archives 7 Local Studies – Manchester City Mission and correspondence.


- SLEEVE 23: Unsigned and undated photograph printed from the web.

- SLEEVE 24: Copy of information on the Navvy Mission printed from Leicestershire County Council website.

- SLEEVE 25: Postcards and prints of the Ribblehead and Batty Moss viaducts.

- SLEEVE 26: Documents printed from the website fontburnremembered.co.uk titled *Hutted Village 1901-1908*.

- SLEEVE 27: Gerald Tyler correspondence to the public access archive of the Queensland Government regarding engineer William H. Ashwell, includes handwritten notes.

- SLEEVE 28: Document and photograph of the headstone regarding the death of James Mathers.

- UNSLEEVED: Photograph of the Old Hill Inn, undated.

- SLEEVE 29: Various handwritten notes; article from *Dalesman*, December, 1997, regarding the viaduct memorial for tragic rail builder; article from *The Yorkshire Post* magazine, Saturday, December 11, 2004, titled ‘Silent Stones Speak Volumes’; correspondence and documents relating to the Hirsts’.

- SLEEVE 30: Various documents relating to Indian railways, mostly internet print-offs.

- SLEEVE 31: A4 Copy of a photograph of Ebenezer Smith.

- SLEEVE 32: Two copies of the Chapel-Le-Dale burial register for 1875. Copy of the assizes reports in *The Lancaster Guardian*, Saturday, May 1, 1875, regarding an assault.

- SLEEVE 33: Photocopy of police records 1870-74 relating to offences committed in the area; printed copy of West Stainland Division Petty Sessions for Settle 1871-74, includes handwritten notes.
- SLEEVE 34: Documents and correspondence relating to Woodiwiss, Ald. Sir Abraham JP (1828-1884) including copies from Derbeians of Distinction; portrait and an article from The Derby Evening Telegraph, Tuesday, April 29, 2003.

- SLEEVE 35: A collection of documents including a historical overview, pictures and correspondence relating to Settle Parish Church.

- SLEEVE 36: A collection of photographs and images relating to the Settle-Carlisle railway, including Blea Moor and Ribblehead Viaduct, some have captions others don’t; also included is a picture of the plaque in Settle parish church for the men who lost their lives constructing the railway; copy of an extract from the burial register of Chapel-Le-Dale, dated 1871.

- SLEEVE 37: Document relating to the memorial (see: SLEEVE 36).


- SLEEVE 39: A copy of The Railway Years In Chapel-Le-Dale, 1870-77 by Gerald Tyler.

- SLEEVE 40: A collection of newspaper clippings, all from The Lancaster Guardian and all relating to the building of the Settle-Carlisle railway.

- SLEEVE 41: A collection of newspaper clippings relating to the building of the Settle-Carlisle railway from The Craven Pioneer; photocopy of Chambers’s Journal relating ‘A ‘Navvy’ Ball’.

- SLEEVE 42: Transcript and photocopy of the original article ‘Among The Navvies’ from The Daily News[…], Tuesday, October 29, 1872.

- SLEEVE 43: Photocopies of newspaper clippings from The Lancaster Guardian, all undated except one (mostly duplicates).


- SLEEVE 45: Correspondence with The Parliamentary Archives regarding the Settle-Carlisle Abandonment Bill, 1869.

- UNSLEEVED: Copies of a database of census reports relating to the Chapel-Le-Dale area, dates: 1841, 1851, 1861, 1871, includes some handwritten notes.


- SLEEVE 47: Gerald Tyler collection of correspondence; copies of death certificates for Samuel George 1872; death certificates for Emma, Ellen and James Rixon 1872; document regarding the Rixon’s Ironworks; copy of a chapter from an unknown book, chapter titled ‘Quarries in the Northampton Sandbed, Wellingborough’.

- UNSLEEVED: A document titled The Iron Road To Ribblehead; miscellaneous Gerald Tyler correspondence and invoices.

Misc. Envelope

A collection of photographs compiled by Gerald Tyler. Some numbered but no inventory enclosed and some seemingly unrelated to Ingleton studies; CD-Roms: Great British Railway Journeys — Settle To Garside; Challenging The Devil, one illegible.

Maps

I wouldn’t reproduce, needs conservation.